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Don’t look now, but 

Saturn has collided with 

Earth! Sega Saturn, the ultimate 

gaming system, is here. Now. And once 

it gets in your head, you’ll never want to 

let it out. Three 32-bit processors working in 

parallel with five other processors, 16.7 million 

colors, lightning-quick texture mapping, stun¬ 

ning surround sound and amazing first-person 

perspectives immerse you in new worlds of 

entertainment and incredible games. There’s 



vacated, and the developers have gone back to their season is going to be scary. I think the seasons wt 
drawing boards. The tirst Electronic Entertainment play out on our new consoles may be better than the 

tJJJI:.1- us* .u « .u actual telecasts. Hey, maybe they’ll program in beei 
The past six months, for the gaming industry, have commercials. 

been shaky to say the least. This latest transition has I went to the show with hiuh exnectatinn^ anr 

o?Mt^was^dronnpd Hk^a hart hJhifeflinLdmi,hVafher wa,ked away comp,ete,V satisfied. There are so mam 
Sm™ S«MaHnned<ipSa lainr^lnri whlla ,he amazin9 PlayStation and Saturn games set for releast 

looming*^ and ““ a"d M2 ^ °nl1 

now evenronewSte Soknow is Sneal(ing 01 Nintendo's U64, l wasn't the least bil 
here and 16 anne " “ ’ V ? 32 surprised that NOfl decided to delay the launch. In fact 

Well yes the nroverbial cat has hppn Ipi mu nf the 1 ,hinl( ,hls was a wise decision- The third and fourth 
bag and His now.imeSeMn^aswe0 emLS SPSS'S "SKPlTS 
on the first wave of thp npxt opnpratinn upie piauorms. mis is logically not the best time to 

The leap from 8 to 16-bit brought us better graphics *e*ease a gr°untll,rea,<in9 SGI bas6d system, which is 

and music, along with mode-7 and some pseudo 3D. f?»?oc°miM v6 comp?ny s ’J?31” ,ocas’ Wl,h 
The same people who played 8-bit got into 16, and on v ^ree *ad,n0 un*,l. T*1® dus* settles and 
many have moved on already to new platforms like the S0™1"9 In.Wl,h *™elye °r niore titles in April is a smarl 
3DO, and Jaguar. Not the hordes that you'd expect, but dec,sl0,nmy Hook. Especially when you take into 
that is all about to change... The sumos of gaming have ,a,.cc“un tha drice ofu,,r.a (249-9? wi,h a pacl' in), 
entered the ring and they are all ready to do battle 32- „ „ SNES me!,a‘,1',s' Killer Instinct, and Diddy's 
bit gaming, now officially underway, will bring in a Konfl 9uest which are perched ,0 set record 16-bit 
wider range ol consumers and entirely new genres of sales once aflain’and of course the Virtual Boy, which 
games. This was apparent at every turn as you walked 1 ,.hinl{ is 90inB 10 surprise both retailers and gamers 
the show floor. Not since the early days ot 16-bit have a*'9e‘ Nintendo has plenty cookin' in ‘95, so why shock 
I dropped my attache to check out so many new, ,he marl<e, with everything at once? You'll be a happy 
fantastic looking games. For example, take Sony's camper in April... trust me. 
Jumping Flash. When was the last time you jumped The dust won't clear until Christmas ‘96 anyway, 
fifty feet into the air and saw the ground all the way up a,ter everyone sees how these new more powerful, 
and then back down? Or Sega's BUG! which takes the and more expensive, systems are received by the 
platform category into and out of the play field effec- consumer. 
tively for the first time. Will the adult population step up and become a 

Besides huge improvements in game design, we'll ,orce to be reckoned with? We've been talking about it 
see the old genres get so much better that we'll won- (or Years. If it's ever going to happen now is definitely 
der how we ever played them without complaining. Vie lime. My guess is that not only will the adult (18 to 
Examples of this are Crystal Dynamics' Blood Omen: 25 and beyond) population flock to this amazing new 
Legacy of Kain, an overhead action adventure with form of entertainment but they may just take it over, 
testosterone to burn and Interplay's Loaded, another We've been saying it lor years here at GF, make the 
top view slaughter that looks so good it’s a gas just to hardware affordable and software that adults can 
watch. Konami's Overkill is similarly astonishing, relate to, and they will come. I think multiple hardware 
Sony Imagesolt has a game where you can drive a households are about to become the norm, 
demented ice cream truck, loaded with weapons, Anyone who attended the E3 show walked away 
through an actual eight square mile city. Jump on the with a firm belief that 32-bit has finally arrived in full 
freeway, drive a few miles and listen for the humming force, and is such a major leap in technology that it 
ol the predators. I’m telling you we are all in for some may truly change the face of home entertainment lor- 
truly exciting years ahead! ever. I. lor one. am more excited about video games 

sports games have also taken on a whole new per- than I have ever been, because they are evolving alonn 
sonality. I saw so many groundbreaking baseball, bas- side the people who made them what thev are tnHa« 
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PlayStation Works in Progress 
_ Dateline: Liverpool, England, April ‘95... 

^ Kid Fan took the British isles by storm. On assignment to uncover the latest developments at Psygnosis headquarters in 

Liverpool, England, KF met with many high-level employees during behind-closed-door meetings. Kid Fan had the opportunity to preview quite a 

/ v6ry promising games (see below for highlights.) When asked about the flight and the accommodations Kid Fan replied: “The flight was long and very 

jeling... boy are my arms tired. The people were very nice and seemed genuinely excited at the opportunity to get quality coverage in their favorite maga- 

e* Game Fan.” Psygnosis has offices all over Europe and in Boston as well. They are currently supporting PC CD-ROM and Sony's PlayStation. Psygnosis 

boast IS playable demos at the upcoming E3 for the PlayStation, and an impressive lot they are. Special thanks go out to Mark Day, Sue Campbell, and 

2‘Wipe-Out” and “Krazy Ivan” teams. Thanks for the hospitality, and an adventurous European holiday! Cheers, Mates! 

Set in the future across a series of pacing 

* R gameplay will feature subtle Dynamic Play 
r Taw^ in ' / f iT I-v. , I Adjustments (DPA) techniques to keep the 

\ .. £j|r player on his toes. Head-to Head two player 
games via serial link will be available across 
more than 10 tracks with special features such 
as jumps, tunnels, pop-up walls, loops, short 
cuts, splits and joins, hills, troughs and many 
other exciting obstacles. 

RAZY IVAN 
m |van is a futuristic combat simu- 

ir which places the player at the 
^ of a 40-foot, 50-ton mechanized 
for suit. The game will have hazards 
: tin the playfield as well as the 
1 went robots. Play will take place 
Inst other robots and enemy 
\ids” of varying power. Various 
pons and power-ups are scattered 
:nd the arena. 
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DEMOLISH ‘EM DERBY 
Lap after lap of bumps, thumps, spins and 

^Wvzb i smashes, drivers amassing points not just for 
I winning, but for spinning and knocking out 

As other drivers. It would be fun simply smashing 
into everyone and watching the ensuing may- 

I hem. However, since collisions are calculated 
accurately, there are many different ways of 

M doing this, and real skill will have to be 
employed to knock out other cars without 

xlbitflFt wrecking your own. There is no race, no laps to 
IfePk'l complete, and absolutely no rules. To win, 

y x smash the opposition’s cars to pieces and 
remain the sole surviving driver, leaving all 

r. P.11 •' f others laying strewn about the track as wreck¬ 
age. 

G-POLICE 
Your sister, who was a member of the G-Police, has disappeared under suspicious cir¬ 
cumstances. You adopt a false identity and enroll in the G-Police to uncover the truth of 
your sister's disappearance. A totally convincing 3-D system that can produce an 
authentic and believable city in real-time is provided. Everything that can be found in a 
real city can be found in the game world e.g. shopping malls, harbors, power stations, 
airports, commercial areas, sports stadiums, playgrounds and cross-town traffic. 

I-.... ... 

AIW% 

SSAULT RIGS 
sault Rigs is a fast-paced state-of-the-art 3-D killing game. Two players are put into 
rious types of virtual arenas each in charge of an Assault Rig. They then have to seek 
d destroy each other using a vast array of on-board weapon systems. Extra weapon 
stems can be found in the arena. The arenas house traps and defense units to hinder 
e players' progress. The game is over when an Assault Rig is hit five times by any 
sapon in the arena. The Assault Rig left standing wins the game! 
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Once again, Kei and Yagi dam 
through at the last minute will 
Saturn power from JapanKAli 
dates are per Japan, but look: 
for a report on these titles’ US 
release dates next month! 
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JUMPi 

WARP INTO THE COMIX ZONE 
WITH ALL THE ACTION AND ADVENTURE 

OF YOUR FAVORITE COMICS! 

T\P UPTHEPAGE 
WITH SUPERHERO POWER-UPS AND 

TONS OF INTENSE FIGHTING MOVES. 

$ATTLE PANEL &Y PANEL 
THROUGH FULL COMIC SOOK PAGES 

DRAWN SY REAL COMIC SOOK ARTISTS! 

Coiviix zone and prepare 

FOR THE FIRST TRULY INTERACTIVE COMIC SOOK EVER! TEAR INTO A 

POST-PUNK COMIC WORLD OF YOUR OWN CREATION, WHERE ONLY YOU 

CAN FIGHT YOUR WAY OUT. IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR HARDCORE ACTION 

AND REAL COMIC SOOK THRILLS, THIS IS WHERE YOU DRAW THE LINE! 

Jf HAPPEN YOUR FIGHTING SKILLS 
TO DEFEAT MUTANT ENEMIES DRAWN IN 

SY MORTUS, PUSUC ENEMY NO. I 

ide Web Site 
Mill, P.0. Box MWwooJti! 

BONUS CD SOUNDTRACK INCLUDED 



First there was Donkey Kong Country® it was like nothing anyone had 

seen before. Now all that excitement has been crammed into an awesome 

new game. Donkey Kong LandT and it's only available 

for Game Boy®and Super Game Boy® You'll recognize the 

heroes for sure, but everything else is entirely new. 

There a re four wild 

each with 

its own sinister boss- There are savage 

that take Donkey and Diddy 

from pirate ships to mean city streets. 



i wonder it has such huge fans. 
This is populated by the most bizarre crew of 

ape-hating slimebags ever. There are flocks of 

(keep that umbrella up), psycho squids and a helmet-hurling 

mole, to name a few. Add to all this fully computer- 

rendered graphics, (a first on Game Boy) 

a u n k y 

(it was in Kong's contract), and 

you've got the biggest, hairiest adventure of the 

year. You're gonna love it so much you might 

ven s era t c h, grunt and throw food a little more than usua 



E-3 The Biggest And Best Electronic Entertainment Show Ever! 
GameFan takes you inside the biggest video game show of the 
decade. See all the games and get all the facts, starting on.. 

PAGE 18 
The Virtual Boy Makes It's GameFan Debut. 
GameFan goes where no magazine has gone before. 
Read all about it in our exclusive special report 

PAGE 58 

EDITORIAL ZONE 

MOST WANTED/TOP TEN 

CASTLEVANIA X 
PAGE 54 

HOCUS POCUS 

E3 COVERAGE 

SEGA SECTOR 

COVER 

STORY 

IMMERSE OURSELVES VIRTUAL BOY SPECIAL 
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FIRST TIME. GAMEFAN 
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DESTRUCTION DERBY 
PAGE 70 AND PERSONAL INTO HANDS ON PORTABLES 

oosoqjiroo,; 

MM.V, h Si 

QUARTER CRUNCHERS 

GOLDEN AXE - THE DUEL 
PAGE 84 

STREET FIGHTER ALPHA 
PAGE 86 
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It’s a bird. It’s a plane. 
It’s Superman"?!!! 

Green Arrow’s bow 
turns friend to foe! 

Will Aquaman bash 
The Flash? 

The Man of Steef“vs. 
the Dark Knightm! 

FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER! 
THE JUSTICE LEAGUE TASK FORCE " FACES THEIR GREATEST ENEMY... 

THEMSELVES. 

Can anyone match The 
Flash’s speed? 

JMCIaim' 
TM Sun Corporation of America. © 1995, Sun Corporation ot America. All Rights Reserved. -DC Bullet Logo. Justice League and all related characters and elements are the P^!^°CCom>KTM&e 199A All Wghlt 
Super Nintendo Entertainment System and the Official Seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. © 1991 Nintendo of America Inc. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd All rights reserved. Acclaim is a 
division of Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. ® & © 1995 Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Screen shots shown are taken from the Super NES© version of the videogame. 



f. Donkey Kong Country (SNES) 
2. MortalKombatlllSNESi 

* w" fiS 
* !-!SSS« 
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SuPer.fDeldatof(ja9 

First Prize: Your choice of a core 
SNES, GENESIS, or GAME GEAR. 
Second Prize: Your choice of one 
of the Picks of the Month in 
Viewpoint. Third Prize: A FREE 
year of Game Fan! 

Congratulations to the following 
winners of last month’s contest: 
First Prize: Joe Miller of Lebanon. PA 

Second Prize: Donna Bivens of Milan, IN 

| Third Prize: Aaron Fisk of Anchorage, AK 
* Jfc I i rtf Am - 

—have tQ d010 enter the Rawing is write down a list of your top 10 favorite games and the 10 games you want the most that aren’t outlet, on aflece of paper orTpostcard then send them Vo: 

n ..... GAME FA^TOP TEN 5137 Clareton Dr,, Suite 210 Agoura Hills,CA 91301 “-~1 
Drawing is l.m.ted to One (1) entry per person per month. Drawings will be held on the 21st of each month. The three (3) winners will be notified by mail and listed on this page. 



PUSH YOUR CD 

Based 

on the elite 

“Flying Nightmares” 
Marine Harrier squadron, 

this game really pushes the 

envelope of CD technology. 

Everything is state-of-the-art: 

Stunning 3D texture-mapped graphics. 

Intense full-motion video sequences. 

Internal, external and missile camera 

angles. Plus the hottest CD-quality 

sounds and special effects. 

It all adds up to the most 

exciting combat flight simulator on 

Sega CD. Imagine the power under 

your command: Harrier jump jets that 

can turn on a dime and stop dead in 

midair. Laser-guided missiles, cluster 

bombs 

and radar¬ 

jamming pods. It’s 

enough to make your heart pound 

and palms sweat. It’ll also strain your 

brain. This happens to be one intel¬ 

ligent action-adventure game as well. 

Flying Nightmares. Pushing CD 

technology - and you - to the max. 

This official seal is your 
assurance that this product meets 

the highest quality standards of 
SEGA'”. Buy games and accessories 

with this seal to be sure that they are 
compatible with the SEGA CD’“SYSTEM. 

3 D O 

Coming Soon on 
Seu CD"& 3D0~ 

Sold exclusively in America by Time Warner 
Interactive, Inc. Phone 408-473-9400 for 
ordering information. 
SEGA and SEGA CD are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. 
All rights reserved. Published by Domark Software Inc. Flying 
Nightmares: ©1994 Domark Software Inc. All rights reserved. 
3D0 and the 3DO logos are trademarks of The 3D0 Company. 

Rated by V.R.C. 



IN CASE YOU ARE NEW TO THE 
PAGES OF GAMEFAN, YOU SHOULD 
KNOW THAT WE REVIEW GAMES 

IN COMPARISON TO OTHER GAMES 
ON THEIR RESPECTIVE PLAT¬ 
FORMS. ALSO, EACH GAME 

SHOWN IS REVIEWED IN DEPTH 
WITHIN THE ISSUE. SO YOU GET 

FOUR POINTS OF VIEW. 

I'liaiUlnit If OlW^l'IV Mi;! KMiMiiI'* 

especially), Mtor/ftPCTs. I also 
like 3-B shooters Hire Panzer aid 
Hoorn, i ni' i- wM racing game v/ium 
Kiev coirtP; along. Whri I m«ii'i lilx ms m 
N.X tingle aid \<i'M i click games. ^ 
(vGaerally aiiylliiRB IhaE says ‘interac¬ 
tive’ falls between Iup ru mu' antii itiD- 
her of my Ninja”. 

* a 
#1 

"I gravitate towards Japanese RPGs. 
shooters and fighters. I can live 
without the following: Euro-art, the 
hateful carnage done to Japanese 

’ characters in the US, and Sega box 
art. I’m not too big on platformers 
and I hate FMV. I’m a tough critic - 
what you see here has most likely 
seen the editor’s knite (Not the 
scores, just the talk).” 

•• f 
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BATMAN AND ROBIN • GENESIS • SEGA • 16MEG • ACTION/ADVENTURE • 1-2 PLAYER 
113UU • 15400 ft. -> 
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SEE REVIEW PG. 42 

Is it just me or is 16-bit shap¬ 
ing up to be more than anyone GRAPHICS 10 
bargained for? 1 simply can¬ 
not believe the visuals they MUSIC 8 

are achieving on the Genesis 
hardware, it’s a crying shame CONTROL 9 
that this fantastic looking PLAYHECH 7 
Genesis cart is nearly impos¬ 
sible to enjoy. Just when you ORIGINALITY 8 
think you have it dialed the 
game goes berserk and 
throws so much at you at once 
you experience total melt¬ 
down. It’s just not right! 79 

“I'm a big (an of coin-op fighting 
games, RPG’s, shooters, and 
action games. While an occasion¬ 
al racing or ’Doom’- style game 
will interest me, I try to stick to 
the traditional 2-D stuff. FMV, digi¬ 
tized characters and low-res 3-D 
textured polygons know its a good 
idea to stay away from K.LEE. 
Music is king”. 

Ili LEE a. 
After playing Batman & Robin, I 
feel like a fool for praising Genesis 
games in the past for their effects. 
You’ve never seen a more visually 
impressive 16-Bit game than 
Sega’s B&R. Ever. It’s just that sim¬ 
ple. Unfortunately however, the 
only people who will get the oppor¬ 
tunity to enjoy them are those who 
know how to hack a code on the ‘ol 
Action Replay. About midway 
through Batman & Robin the game 
gets so heinously difficult that you 
may be inclined to see how far 
your controller can fly. 

GRAPHICS 10 

MUSIC 7 

CONTROL 8 

PLAYHECH 7 

ORIGINALITY 8 

79 
JUDGE DREDD • SNES • ACCLAIM • 16MEG • ACTION/ADVENTURE • 1 PLAYER 

SEE REVIEW PG. 48 

Judge Dredd is big on depth of 
gameplay, and graphics as 
well. Realistic effects, good art, 
and detailed backgrounds give 
JD the look of a 1st class SNES 
cart. My only problem with this 
title is that it never really grabs 
you. While it’s an enjoyable 
game and long enough for even 
the most demanding players, it 
doesn’t offer anything new. If 
solid gameplay is your priority, 
this is your game, but if you’re 
looking to be dazzled try before 
you buy. 

GRAPHICS 8 

MUSIC 7 

CONTROL 8 I 

PLAYHECH 8 

ORIGINALITY 7 

78 

I was a big fan of Alien 3 on the SNES. 
Happily, Judge Dredd seems to utilize 
the same, albeit souped-up, engine 
as the aforementioned classic, mak¬ 
ing for much more than the usual 
mundane movie-license games; JD 
can shoot, crawl, headbutt, punch, 
kick, grapple and perform even more 
fruity maneuvers. Dredd’s visual and 
aural strengths are far from lacking, 
as well. Unfortunately, Dredd is just 
so... “been there, done that.” For fans 
of the character, this title is great, but 
the average gamer will probably 
want to pass. 

GRAPHICS 9 

MUSIC 7 

CONTROL 9 

PLAYHECH 8 

ORIGINALITY 7 

73 
HAGANE • SNES • HUDSON • 16MEG • ACTION/ADVENTURE • 1 PLAYER 

mmmw 
£ S~S'2 3 | £ 

SffJ 

SEE REVIEW PG. 50 

Where was this game last year 
when the SNES was in dire need 
of platform power? Hudson’s 
Hagane is a real surprise. The 
cyber ninja-’Hagane’ is himself a 
great looking character and he’s 
loaded with classic ninja moves. 
The game itself has that trade¬ 
mark Japanese programmed feel 
and the dark, shiny look that I 
love on SNES. Special effects 
worth a second look round out 
Hagane’s list of credits. Hagane’s 
long enough to settle in with and 
very recommended! 

GRAPHICS 9 
MUSIC 8 

CONTROL 8 

PLAYMECH 8 

ORIGINALITY 8 

Hagane is one of the most wel 
come titles ever on the SNES. 
Perfectly filling a genre hole 
that’s been there from the begin¬ 
ning. Any and every SNES action 
fan should consider updating his 
library with Hudson’s super¬ 
powerful Ninja-fest. Featuring 
play mechanics heavily reminis¬ 
cent of Strider, the supremely 
original Hagane is loaded with 
everything an action gamer 
demands: Great graphics, excel¬ 
lent tunage, great effects and 
utterly solid gameplay. 

GRAPHICS 
8 

MUSIC 

8 
CONTROL 8! 

PLAYHECH 8 

ORIGINALITY 8 

83 

Talk about a game for the die 
hard gamer. Batman and Robin 
combines some of the most 
mind boggingly sophisticated 
graphics ever seen on the 
Genesis with ultra long (and 
ultra hard) levels, solid play 
mechanics and smooth char¬ 
acter animation. It’s a shame 
that the difficulty is not 
adjustable and the continues 
are limited. Few will see the 
depths of Batman & Robin. 

GRAPHICS 10 

MUSIC 8 

CONTROL 8 

PLAYHECH 7 

ORIGINALITY 8 

80 
I enjoyed this game. While 
Judge Dredd is not overwhelm¬ 
ingly spectacular in any one 
area, this game strikes a nice 
balance between solid play 
techniques, graphics and con¬ 
trol. What does stand out about 
this game however, are it’s 
length and difficulty. Its been a 
while since I’ve played an 
action game that took me days 
and days to complete. What’s 
more, JO is a rewarding enough 
game to justify investing all that 
time. Good job Acclaim. 

What can I say, I love this 
game. Although more 
detailed graphics and 
smoother animation would’ve 
been nice, everything else in 
Hagane is surprisingly good. 
The character design of the 
bosses are very creative, the 
play techniques are first rate 
and the game is long and 
challenging overall. Its kinda 
obvious that Hagane is a 
Shinobi wannabe, but this 
game is still cool nonethe¬ 
less. I recommend this one. 

GRAPHICS 9 

MUSIC 8 

CONTROL 9 

PLAYHECH 8 

ORIGINALITY 8 

85 

GRAPHICS 9 

MUSIC . 8 

CONTROL 8 

PLAYHECH 8 

ORIGINALITY 8 

DONKEY KONG LAND • NINTENDO • 4MEG • ACTION/ADVENTURE • 1 PLAYER 
DKL is easily the best action 
game in GB history and now 
ranks Behind Zelda on my all 
time GB list. As if the SGI 
apes weren’t enough, when I 
saw the parallax I almost fell 
out of my chair. The music in 
DKL is also remarkably good. 
If you wanna beat this one 
you may find the Super GB 
the way to play, DKL is actu¬ 
ally a little harder than DKC. 
Good show Nintendo. The 
Game Boy lives on! 

GRAPHICS 9 
MUSIC 8 

CONTROL 81 
PLAYHECH 9; 

ORIGINALITY 9 

90l 

Wow. I’m not the Game Boy’s 
biggest supporter, but it has had 
its moments... and Nintendo’s 
Donkey Kong Land is a BIG 
moment! In this astounding 4- 
Meg title the Brit forces at Rare 
have managed to cram the game¬ 
play and feel of the 16-Bitter into 
an eighth the size of the original. 
I was not the biggest fan of DKC, 
so don’t expect me to go ga- 
ga...but I must give credit where 
credit’s due. Any Game Boy cart 
that has parallax gets high marks 
from me! For gamers on the go, 
DKL is perfect. 

GRAPHICS 9 

MUSIC 8 

CONTROL 8 

PLAYHECH 8 

ORIGINALITY 9 

90 

This is unequivocally the best 
action game ever for the Game 
Boy. Graphic wise, DKL chuck¬ 
les as it flicks away all other 
Game Boy titles like an 
insignificant little flea. Not only 
that, but this little 4-meg game 
of amazement features unbe¬ 
lievable animation, all new lev¬ 
els and even cool music. I don’t 
know how the programmers at 
Rare managed to make charac¬ 
ters scale or have a scrolling 
background (diagonally no 
less) on the Game Boy, but they 
did it. This game is a miracle. 

GRAPHICS 10 

MUSIC 8 

CONTROL 9 

PLAYHECH 9 

ORIGINALITY 9 

94 
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‘Oh yes, my brother... The Koma Clan is 
no match for Hagane’s masterful 

. Ninja technique and spectacular^^ 
slLL cyborg form!" 

“Our prayers have been answered, 
^ my friend. Hagane has come 

to save the day!” 
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e land hasjnvadedltjje Super NES. 
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id. This is a wicked adventure. A fi 

Jventure. 

Ancient mari 

jd the quality of this product. Always look for this seat when buying games and 
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VEGH V 117URN VIEWPOINT S'PECIUL: THE FIlWT OtiHUES' 
§ kid 

BUG! • SATURN • SEGA • 30 ACTION/ADVENTURE • 1 PLAYER 
NICK ROX 

mi 
BY REALTIME ASSOCIATES 

How can a first generation 
game be this good? From the 
unique multi perspective 
gameplay to the awesome ren¬ 
dered cast of Insectia, this is a 
platform gamers dream come 
true! The game is super long, 
extremely challenging, loaded 
with secrets that will have you 
playing it over and over, and 
the coolest bosses I have ever 
seen. I know 32-bit is just get¬ 
ting underway but I can't find 
one fault with this game. What 
a way to start a genre! 

GRAPHICS 10 

MUSIC 9 

CONTROL 9 

PLAY MECH 9 

ORIGINALITY 10 

98 

I never thought I’d see this. 
Here’s a Saturn game that’s not 
only first-generation, but AMERI¬ 
CAN, that blows away almost 
every title released for the system 
yet. Starring one of the coolest lit¬ 
tle mascots to come along in a 
while, Bug! is unlike any game 
you've played before. When was 
the last time you suddenly turned 
INTO the screen in a platform 
game and continued on? I thought 
so. The effect of Bug! is hard to 
describe, but exhilaratingly fresh 
and unique. 

CLOCKWORK KNIGHT • SATURN • SEGA • ACTION/PLATFORM • 1 PLAYER 

SWk %J/ $ 
\ eL<|t i U^Tiis. 

? - n\ 
Jnm - 

BY SEGA OF JAPAN 

The first time I played CKI was 
astonished, and to an extent I 
still am. The game is truly a 
wonder to look at. Where CK 
faulters is in the areas of 
diversity and play mechanics. 
The game does alot to make up 
for these downfalls however 
and remains at the top of my 
list. The CG intro, amazing 
bosses and great theme has 
me anxious for the sequel. CK 
is great 1st generation experi¬ 
ence that no new Saturn 
owner should miss. 

GRAPHICS 9 

MUSIC 8 

CONTROL 8 

PLAY MECH 6 

ORIGINALITY 8 

89 

This is a tough one. On one hand I 
love Clockwork and on the other I 
find it dull and uninteresting. Let’s 
break it down: 1.) Graphics. The 
game’s “Wow” factor is an imme¬ 
diate plus. I mean, these graphics 
are MIND-BLOWING. Imagine SFII- 
style warping applied to EVERY¬ 
THING. That’s right - every back¬ 
ground object changes perspective 
while you walk by it! 2.) Gameplay 
- extremely dull. All Pepperouchau 
can do is attack with his key, jump, 
and lift enemies. There’s a fair 
smattering of 3-D-oriented play 
mechanics involved, but there just 
wasn't enough here to keep me 
interested. 

PANZER DRAGOON • SATURN • SEGA • 3D SHOOTER • 1 PLAYER 

I BY TEAM ANDROMEDA/SO J 

I am literally thrilled with this 
game. I’ve been dying for a good 
shooter so I’m overjoyed that I 
got a great one. Insane graphics 
for a 3D view shooter, music that 
makes you cry, and the best intro 
in the history of gaming are evi¬ 
dent within the first five minutes. 
Multiple viewpoints, bosses you 
have to fight to believe and the 
best main characters to ever 
grace a shooter make Panzer 
Dragoon the one to beat in the 
battle of the 32-bit shooters. 
Philosoma, here I come! 

GRAPHICS 9 

MUSIC 9 

CONTROL 8 

PLAYMECH 9 

ORIGINALITY 8 

90 

One word describes Panzer Dragoon: 
Joy. Pure, unadulterated, 100% JOY. 
This is the best shooter I have ever 
played...bar none. Sega’s Team 
Andromeda has whipped up a little 
miracle: A near perfect game. The 
impeccable blending of gorgeous 
graphics, a tear-inducing power- 
score and god-like gameplay in PD is 
almost unnerving: Are games really 
getting this good? If I had to find fault 
with Panzer, it would be the length... 
although satisfactorily long, I was 
left with the burning desire for 
MORE...but how could you not be, 
after experiencing this? 

GRAPHICS 9 

MUSIC 8 

CONTROL 9 

PLAYMECH 8 

ORIGINALITY 10 

90 

GRAPHICS 9 

MUSIC 8 

CONTROL 8 

PLAYMECH 6 

ORIGINALITY 8 

79 

GRAPHICS 9 

MUSIC 10 

CONTROL 9 

PLAYMECH 9 

ORIGINALITY 10 

DAYTONA USA • SATURN • SEGA • RACING • 1 PLAYER 

BY AM R&D DEPT. #2 

As far as playability goes 
Daytona USA is everything I’d 
hoped for and that alone makes 
it a must buy. I must admit how¬ 
ever that after playing Ridge 
racer, I expected more in the 
area of graphics-Daytona has 
visible redraw problems. The 
new operating system will sure¬ 
ly cure this so I’m looking for¬ 
ward to Sega Rally for the big 
comparison. Tons of codes will 
keep you playing Daytona for 
month’s and the B-Univ music is 
good enough for the car. 

GRAPHICS 8 

MUSIC 9 

CONTROL 9 

PLAYMECH 8 

ORIGINALITY 8 

85 
VIRTUA FIGHTER * SATURN • SEGA • FIGHTING • 1-2 PLAYER 

BY AM R&D DEPT. #2 

With the big time flick that 

plagued the import version 

taken out, it’s hard to find fault 

in VF. The gameplay is actually 

better than the arcade, the ani¬ 

mation is perfect, and the 

music is phenom. The game is 

visibly inferior to the coin-op 

with less polygons and more 

jaggies, but hey... it’s a near 

perfect Virtua Fighter at home! 

I have to be honest: I was expecting 
more from Daytona. Not to say it isn’t 
an excellent title, which it undeniably 
is, but the Saturn is capable of much 
more. While gameplay remains 100% 
exact to the arcade version and the 
hyper-catchy B-univ arcade tunes (Day- 
toh-naaaaa...) have been arranged to 
perfection, the disturbing object pop-up 
and slow frame rate are extremely 
noticeable and detract from the overall 
experience. Daytona arcade fans will 
likely spasm with joy on receiving their 
game at home, but if you’re just looking 
for a thrilling 3-D ride you should prob- 
ably stick with Panzer. 

Virtua Fighter for the Saturn was a 
MAJOR rush-job, so I almost feel 
tacky listing the game’s faults. The 
characters, of course, are modeled 
with far less polygons than their 
arcade counterparts and (although 
MUCH reduced from the Japanese 
original), polygon breakup occasion¬ 
ally rears its ugly head. What can be 
said about VF? The music is beauti¬ 
fully re-arranged, you can play as the 
boss and as far as gameplay goes, 
it’s a perfect conversion. You know 
Virtua Fighter: You either love it or 
you hate it. For an overall conversion, 
however, Virtua is quite good. 

GRAPHICS 8 

MUSIC 9 

CONTROL 9 

PLAYMECH 8 

ORIGINALITY 8 

K. LEE 

While I do have a certain level of 
expectation when it comes to 32- 
bit games, the amazing level of 
polish and visual allure in BUG 
left me speechless. More than 
just a pretty face, BUG even cre¬ 
ates its own 3D action genre. 
With high quality textured graph¬ 
ics, great music, huge bosses, 
plenty of challenge and an insane 
sense of humor, BUG is the type of 
gametand character)Sony wishes 
it could conjure up. Bug bal¬ 
ances a totally unique concept 
with perfect execution. I love it! 

Visually, Clockwork Knight is out¬ 
standing. Between the line-scrolling 
texture mapped polygon playfields 
and the gnarly, multi jointed bosses, 
Clockwork is absolute eye candy. 
Problems arise, however, when the 
shallow gameplay, limited play 
mechanics and the “is that all there 
is” overall game length become 
apparent. As a first generation Saturn 
game, CK is a technical and visual 
achievement. CK is not a bad game by 
any means, but with superior titles 
like BUG and Astal literally just around 
the corner, a game needs more game- 
play horsepower to even compete. 

GRAPHICS 10 

MUSIC 8 

CONTROL 9 

PLAYMECH 8 

ORIGINALITY 10 

95 

GRAPHICS 9 

MUSIC 8 

CONTROL 7 

PLAYMECH 7 

ORIGINALITY 8 

82 
Once again Sega has taken a 
proven concept and built it into 
something that’s head and shoul¬ 
ders over anything else out 
there. With Panzer, you get an 
overwhelmingly convincing 3D 
virtual environment, gnarly SFX 
and orchestral music from heav¬ 
en above. The only thing even 
remotely bothersome in PD is the 
“man this is hard” difficulty set¬ 
ting. With games as high quality 
as PD right out the gate, the 
Saturn may be the ticket towards 
a new renaissance for Sega. 

I can’t believe I get to play 
Daytona at home. Although I 
was first put off by the slightly 
pixely graphics and the hurtin’ 
polygon redraw, everything was 
forgiven, once I had a chance to 
spend time with this game. The 
control is fab, the level of chal¬ 
lenge is perfectly balanced and 
the game was lurid fun overall. 
Factor in some of the best dri¬ 
ving game music ever and 
you’ve got yourself one heck of 
a ride. Wow, Daytona at 
home.can you believe it? 

While I prefer SF2 style fighting 
games and moves, there’s no 
denying the overall quality and 
effort put into VF. While VF is not 
quite as close visually to the 
arcade game as, say, Tekken, 
the graphics are still outstand¬ 
ing nonetheless, plus all the 
nuances in the gameplay of the 
coin-op VF have been faithfully 
translated over to this Saturn 
game. Additionally, I feel that 
the music and sound FX are 
superior on this home version. 
Good job Sega. 

GRAPHICS 9 

MUSIC 10 

CONTROL 8 

PLAYMECH 9 

ORIGINALITY 10 

95 

GRAPHICS 8 

MUSIC 10 

CONTROL 9 

PLAYMECH 9 

ORIGINALITY 8 

94 



Hey, Superstar. 
You’ve done just about 
everything there is to do in 
basketball. Except tWO things. 
You haven’t played NBA’ JAM TE 
on 32X and GAME BOY-It has 
all-star teams! Bookie teams! Full court dunks 
(Can you do that?). 9 pt. shots (you’ll love that). 
3-5 players per team! Stereo sound*. Arcade player scaling*! 
The fastest gameplay ever*(a lot faster than you). Updated player 

rosters! 5 speed juice mode (Drink plenty of fluids). 8 player attributes! 
Tournament and practice modes (you need all the practice you can get). Same team match-ups! Injuries 

and fatigue factor! And variable shot clock, overtime (game winning shot at the buzzer, baby) and timer speed! 

SCORCHING CROSS-COURT 
SUPER JAMS! 

*32X only 

The NBA and individual NBA Team identifications used on or in this product are trademarks, copyrighted designs and other forms of 
intellectual property of NBA Properties, Inc. and the respective Teams and may not be used, in whole or in part, without the pnor 
written consent of NBA Properties, Inc. © 1995 NBA Properties, Inc. All rights reserved Sub-licensed from Midway ® Manufacturing 
Company. All rights reserved. Nintendo, Game Boy and the Official Seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. © 
1991 Nintendo of America Inc. Sega and 32X are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. All rights reserved. Acclaim is a division of 
Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. ® & © 1995 Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved. Screen shots shown are taken from bega 

32X version of videogame. 

MUm' 
entertainment inc. 

MIDWAY 



BATTLE- 

NFL Quarterback Club- 
-To add AFC & NFC teams to pre-sea- 
son enter C,C,B,A,C,A,B,B,C at main 
menu. 
-To add Jaguar’s and Panther’s to 
pre-season enter A,B,C,C,B,A,A,C at 
main menu. 
-To add Acclaim and Iguana to pre¬ 
season enter B,C,A,C,A,B,C,C,A at 
main menu. 
-To add all teams to pre-season enter 
A,B,C,B,A.C,B,C,A at main menu. 

David HI. Zdyrho - Dover, DE 

Shining Force 2: The Sword of 
Hajya-faeie Cmr 

Name the Force: 
After you name your character go to 
the “exit” option and press 2 & Start 
together. 
Hidden Members: 
-In level 18 search the Castle 
walls. 

-In level 21 search the Lone stone 
pillar. 

Shining Force 2 - Sn nesf: 
Hidden Characters: 
In Granseal- 
-Behind the ruins of the Shrine (the 

tip of the mountain that wraps around it) 
-The tunnel between the jail and the 
kitchen (the center of the northern wall) 

-In front of Granseal Castle (little hole 

just after the earthquake) 

Start a new game and enter the name “FIRE- 
SEAL”. You will be powerful, have 300,000 
Goth, and have powerful characters 
(7 Armies). You will be able to finish the 
game in no time in the hidden stage. 
(Dragon’s Haven) 

Simply enter your name as “MUSIC/ON”. “A’ 
plays the music, “B” turns off the music. 

Chris Murdock, Denver CO 

cJravef ‘Willi cJTiy (/oni roller cjn 

‘Haiuf o)o (uiuf ‘Where 

Cheaters ^Prosper... 

Hover Strike -.isnusr 
There’s 1 secret mission on each 
level at the mission select screen. 
Simultaneously press the following 
numbers and D-Pad direction for the 
appropriate level: 
Level 1:2+3+6+UP 
Level 2: 2+6+7+8+DOWN 
Level 3:3+5+6+RIGHT 
Level 4: 2+5+8+UP 
Level 5: 2+4+5+6+RIGHT 

Ben Brathwaite - N. Miami, FL 

Note: All codes done at the title screen 
which reads “NORMAL GAME... OPTIONS” 
etc. 

In Hassan- 
-On the pier in the top, 
right-hand barrel. 

-Outside the west fence in 
a small chest. 

In Eleven Village- 
-In the chest in the woods 
near the entrance. 
In (or near) Creed’s Mansion- 

-In the lowest hidden room 
inside a chest. 

-In the side of the indent in the 
north eastern mountains. 
In Pacalon Castle- 
In the treasure room, in a chest. 

Near Moun- 
-At the north POINT of the mountains. 
In Metula Shrine- 
-In a chest on the right. Open 
after battle. 

SELECT LEVEL 1 MISSIONS 
THE DRIVE FOR FIVE! 

Lives: 2 
Missiles: 12 
Guided Missiles: 12 
Mortar Shells: 12 

Terrain: Bizzare 
Mission Target: 

1 Floater Factory 
collect power-ups: 

Difficulty: NORMAL 

Select: Left\Right - Fire B: Launch 

Panzer Dragoon - f ate 
Wizard Mode (Super-fast Mode): 
At the title screen, enter L, R, L, R, Up, 
Down, Up, Down, Left, Right. 

Space Harrier Mode: 
At the Saturn system options screen, 
change the language to German 
(Deutsch). Now, at the title screen, enter 
Up, X, Right, X, Down, X, Left, X, Up, Y, Z. 

MegaMan X2 ‘ 
Password Codes 

More Heart & 1 Sub Tank: 

2881-7256-3151-5446 
1st Zero Part: 

5581-4835-7731-1112 
2nd Zero Part: 

3885-8723-7751-1672 
3rd Zero Part & Wheel 

Gator: 2735-7253-7421-7646 
Air Dash: 

5623-6825-3886-3251 
Super X. Buster & G. Crush: 

2744-7247-3426-7646 
More Heart: 

6762-8227-3688-3226 
I. Taser: 

1754-8247-3528-7246 
More Heart: 

4354-8247-3528-7246 
Start at X-Hunters with all of 
Zero's Parts: 

4354-8247-3528-7246 
Start at X-Hunters with 

Shoruyken and Zero’s Parts: 

1462-3327-6482-3246 
Start at X-Hunters without 
any of Zero’s Parts: 

5112-7267-3688-3246 

Barrel Roll Mode: 
At the title screen, enter Up, Right, 
Down, Left, Up, Right, Down, Left, Up, 
Right, Down, Left, Up. You can now bar¬ 
rel roll at any time press locking on and 
repeatedly tapping up-right. 

Romeo Alltindawi - 
Saskatoon, Canada 

Daytona USA - 
Place first on each track and 
enter the Saturn mode 
race as either an 
or manual “Daytona DMA” 
horse. (In Japanese, “DMA 
is horse.) 

The Super Hocus Pocus Giveaway - Send in your codes... good, 
bad, or ugly. We’ll choose one grand prize winner each month. 
Codes cannot come from a previously published US magazine. 
Winners will be drawn each month and displayed here in Hocus 
Pocus, a place where cheaters can prosper now like never 
before. (Current subscribers will receive a one year extension.) 

Ricky Tucker - Metairie, LA 

Chris Murdock 
Denver, Co 
£nor Pife Ricky Tucker 
Metairie, LA 

Romeo Alhindawi 
Saskatoon, SK 

AND LETTERS 
Hocus Pocus 

5137 Clareton Dr. Suite 210 
Agoura Hills Ca. 91301 



On May 11 th the doors to the LA convention center were parted 
by the video game industry for the first time. This would be the first 
show dedicated solely to Electronic Entertainment. Yep, one big 
interactive joyfest right in the middle of Downtown LA. 

There were stars galore with appearances from some of music 
and films biggest names including; Steven Spielberg, who 
showed up for a little chat with some high powered indi¬ 
viduals, Michael Jackson, who made a cameo at the big 
shin-dig on the Sony backlot, and Seal, who sang (dramat- , 
ically I might add) at the Nintendo gathering at the Biltmore. 
Besides the fact that the streets in LA were designed by Mr. 
Magoo, this was the smoothest convention I've ever attended. 

Things went well. 
This is the place where Sony would throw their hat in the ring 

and launch the powerful PlayStation, Nintendo would delay their Ultra and present both 16-bit 
power and 3D joy instead, 3DO would talk "M2", and Sega would drop a bomb by releasing the 
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VIRTUA FIGHTER REMIX 

CYRERSLED RY NAMCO 
FROM CRYSTAL DYNAMICS 

SOLAR ECLIPSE 
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DEADLY SKIES CREATURE SHOCK DARK LEGENDS 
FROM CAPCOM 
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JACKY 

It's a no drainer that the launch ot the Saturn stole some of the 32X's thunder at the E3. And it's no secret that Sega's 
had some trouble pushing this horse out of the gate, but the 32X's respectable showing at E3 should help reaffirm the 
system’s viability. Virtua Fighter was early and has noticeably less polygons than the Saturn version, but the gameplai 
looks to be right on track, with fluid animation and excellent playability. VF aside, the game to see was Kolibri, the 

Ecco teams hummingbird adventure. This is truly a breakthrough game and one that is sure to spark 
major interest with gamers on a budget. Scavenger's 32X games look like, well, Saturn games. 
These guys are just too talented. X-Men is going to be unreal, and they’ve ported Nitro-Wrecks (now 
called Heavy Machinery) over to the 32X as well, and does it look wicked! Core is also on board to 
help save the day as they did with the Sega CD. So the 32X has some legs! Don’t count it out until 
the blue bald lady sings. Here’s a few 32X highlights... FROM SEGA OF AMERICA 
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CLAYFIGHTER 2 BY INTERPLAY 

SOULSTAR-X 

Core’s Soulstar gets a major facelift on the 32X with CG cine¬ 
ma’s, smooth scaling and a much needed shot ol color. However, 
the one that may shock you the most is their cool arcade golt 
game, Virtual Golf. Whack the ball and get ready to ride right 
behind it. Thunderhawk is self explanatory if you played AH3 (you 
did didn’t you?) and Shell Shock is well underway. 



I 
Under the brilliant steel structure that now houses the new Sega Saturn, the little sys 
tem that could just kept crankin'. Two mind boggling 16-hit games showed up at E3, 
Batman and Robin, and one of the greatest Genesis games ever created, Vectorman. 
On the CD side there were two bright lights, Working Design's Lunar- Eternal Blue, am 

which includes driving levels and CD quality audio. Also bangin’ around was a pretty ~ 
cool game starring Garfield and the groundbreaking Comic hook adventure, Comix Zone. What wasn't at E3 was Sega’s Ion 

—... _... awaited 16-bit handheld tentatively named Nomad’. The Nomad will debut in January ‘96 and hopefully provide a huge 
“°!!SL .1. 16. ma.rhe,‘XPerts, Sega’s 40-meg SGI adventure game starring Shadow Irom Eternal Champions was also left behind, hut is still 
®[?lease in 95-Third Part» support for the Genesis has all but disappeared. It not for Playmates, who showed an early rev of EWJ2 
Wildcats, and Mutant Chronicles, the show floor would have been almost void of any Genesis product. How quickly they forget... 

Although these shots don’t do the game justice, what you’re looking at is one of the most 
(if not the most) incredible Genesis games of all time, Vector Man. Blue Sky has managed 
to squeeze more out of the Genesis hardware than l thought possible, surpassing even 
Treasure in the area of gameplay and special effects. Platformers like this make it hard to 
even think about parting with my Genesis. Masterworks like Vector Man will live on forev¬ 
er on Sega’s 16-bit handheld which is due out in January ‘96. We’ll be all over this game 
until it comes out so stay tuned for big GF coverage in the near future. 

GARFIELD 
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MORTAL KOMBAT 3 BY WILLIAMS 

FROM PLAYMATES: 

x3 
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One of the reasons Nintendo chose to delay the U64 is due to the their strong 16-bit 
lineup for ‘95. As you can see here, the Fall SNES lineup is looking mighty impressive. 
Killer Instinct sets new standards for 16-bit and Diddy’s Kong Quest fr (believe it or not) 
an even better game than DKC. Strong third party titles include Tecmo’s Ninja Gaiden 

remake for SNES (featuring all three NES adventures), Square’s amazing Chrono Trigger, William’s MK3 and Doom, Enix’s 7th 
Saga 2, Konami’s Oracula X, and Ocean’s LOBO, which features SGI graphics resembling Kl and DKC, and many more. So, in 
the wake of the next generation systems, the SNES continues to shine. That should make 18 million people really happy. 

FROM NINTENDO OF AMERICA: 

Last year RARE and Nintendo took the 
mdustry by storm with the single most successful title 
in SNES history, Donkey Kong Country. Gamers found 
the mixture of intense Mario-esque gameplay and 
stunning SGI graphics too good to resist, and a new 
star was born! In the first sequel, which is more com¬ 
plex and filled with brilliant play mechanics, Diddy 

. takes on the lead role with his new pal, 
Dixie Kong, along in her first adventure. This sequel 
shows that DKC was only the beginning. Now we ll all 
get to see what the team at RARE can do with a little 
more time on their hands. Be on the lookout for 
Diddy s Kong Quest, this August! This is sure to be the 
pinnacle of 16-bit power! 



WATERWORLD BY OCEAN 
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G-POLICE 

CHRONICLES OF THE SWORD 

DESTRUCTION DERRY 

SENTINENT 

1 Everyone knew going in, Sony was going to do something special to launch the PlayStation... and 
they did. Just to get in to the Sony area one would first wait by what looked like the gates to a 
miniature city, and then partake in a theatrical presentation complete with a live drummer. From 

^2 there it was in to the vast game area which was completely sound proof. All you could hear were 
the hums of the many PS games on display, and there were many! This was by far the most 

PlayStation impressive hardware launch I have ever witnessed. The multitude of quality titles that will be 
,. _ ;1-1 available for the PS at launch is staggering, and to say the least, unprecedented. The surprise of 
u. 7-?.nv ?rese"tation would have to be Imagesoft who displayed three high quality games, one of which breaks new ground; Twisted Metal. 
Hot titles from Sony Corp. Included first and foremost, Jumping Flash, and of course Toshinden and MK3 (which is the lirst 100% perfect 
arcade port I have ever seen). Psygnosis must be working around the clock. They had a ton of high powered softs on display, eight of which 
are scheduled for simultaneous release with the hardware. Finally, I must mention Interplay’s Loaded and Crystal Dynamic's Blo“** n~— 
Legacy of Kam, keep an eye on these, they are sure to be two of the years best! Here’s just a few PS highlights. 

_ FROM PSYGNOSIS: 

KRAZY IVAN ENTROPY 



POWER SOCCER 

ASSAULT RIGS 
FROM SONY COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT: 

KILEAK-THE DNA IMPERATIVE BATTLE ARENA TOSHINDEN 
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REBOOT 

PSYCHIC DETECTIVE 
FROM CRYSTAL DYNAMICS:_ 

SHOCKWAVE 2 

OFF WORLD INTERCEPTOR SOLAR ECLIPSE SYNDICATE WARS 

BLOOD OMEN-LEGACY OF KAIN 



LOADED DESCENT 

LONE SOLDIER BY TELSTAR 

HffBPEB TO CnOTPHt 
-rzz~ omn.Ev 

REVOLUTION X 

BALLBLAZER CREATURE SHOCK TEAM 47 GOMAN BY COCONUTS JAPAN 

DARKSTALKERS 
BY CAPCOM 

STREET FIGHTER THE MOVIE PRIMAL RAGE 
BY TIME WARNER INTERACTIVE 



Atari showed up with an early prototype of their VR headset, a handful 
if CD titles, and the usual unfinished Jag stuff. The VR headset is sched- 
iled for an early ‘96 release and showed much promise. On the CD side 
Hue Lightning was nearly complete, looking like the Lynx game on 
iteroids, Core’s Soulstar looked amazing. Highlander made its US debut, 
ind BattleMorph was finally playable. The cart of choice was Minter's Defender 2000 a lightning fast 
fersion with powerful color-cycling and a rendered cratt. 

Copyright 1D95 Gorilla Systems Corp. 

Licensed to Atari Corp. 

ENDER 2000CCD) 

ULTRA VORTEX 
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HIGHLANDER(CD) 

has been enhanced by placing speakers at the player’s system_ 
temple, with sound projected back to the ears allowing lor 
peripheral hearing. A built-in microphone allows networked 
players to talk with each other.” 

The Jag VR is very technically advanced, and Virtuality also 
claims the unit has much power when it comes to infrared 

tracking. According to the company, ‘the advanced “V-Tralf Br reacts to real-time head and hand move¬ 
ments with no perceptible lag time in the vir¬ 

tual world. 
Games so tar announced for the system 

nclude an overhaul of the classic Missile 
Dmmand, only packing the power of a 
luaiity update. What makes this game so 
redible is that you can look up and actually 
the missiles coming down at you. Also in 

___ _lopment for the Jag VR is Virtuality’s arcade 
track joystick. The HMD weighs less than a pound. Virtuality hjt Zone Hunter, which will be available at system launch, 
boasts that the system has “a custom-designed optical pupil The jaguar vr is the highest-powered product in its category 
projection system and a full-color active matrix LCD screen.” at a reasonable price. The Jag VR will debut around August for 
Not only that, but apparently Virtuality is very proud of its sys- ^qq We-|| brjng you much more on this exciting new technol- 
tem’s sound capabilities. The Jag VR’s “3D spatialized sound ogy jn future issues. 

Atari and Virtuality rolled out the first actual virtual reality 
home application at E3. The VR headset will attach to the Jaguar 
and bring virtual game play home later this year. 

To give you and idea of the background of this product, 
Virtuality is the “world’s leader in immersive virtual reality 
entertainment systems with more than 80 percent 
global market share.” If you’ve had a virtual real- 
ity experience at your favorite arcade, there’s a 
good chance it was by Virtuality. Ever play that ^ 
3D run-and-shoot game where prehistoric 
pterodactyl swoop down and nab you? That's . 
Dactyl Nightmare, a famous virtual arcade v 
game. pr ^ 

Virtuality has joined forces with Atari, the \ ViflBj/j 
“developer of the world’s tirst 64-bit game • ”■/ jj l 
system 
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After visiting the 3D0 booth one thing was apparent- 3D0 has gained much support over the last year. With the M2 
upgrade causing a frenzy amongst the development community and a strong Fall and Winter lineup, the 3D0 is 
positioning itself right in the heat of the moment. If gazing at the big screen displaying the power of the M2 wasn’t 
enough, there were plenty of quality games to play including some real barn burners like Captain Quasar-an iso¬ 
metric joyfest featuring mega animation and hordes of sprites, The D (D’s Diner without the Diner), Primal Rage- 
which looked arcade perfect, Killing Time-Doom on steroids, BladeForce-a 3D flying adventure, Space Hulk-a 3D 
gorefest, Ballz-an upgraded version of the popular 16-bit fighter, and of course Doom, which screams on the 3D0. 

krokk broijfrf 
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thP 

MAt! 

BALLZ 

CASPER 

KINGDOM: THE FAR REACHES C2 JUDGEMENT CLAY 
You Find 

A Book 

leave 

C LEKEL3 

CAPTAIN QUASAR 
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BLADEFORCE 

SHOCKWAVE 2 

PRIMAL RAGE BY LG SOFTWARE 

AD&D OEATHKEEP BY STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS 



EDITOR’S PICKS OF THE SHOW 
EDITOR SATURN 

SHINOBI 
RIGLORD SAGA 

SHINOBI 

VIRTUACOP 

GENESIS PLAYSTATION ATARI 3D0 

LEGACY OF KAIN SOUSTAR CAPTAIN QUAZAR 
TWISTED METAL BATTLEMORPH PRIMAL RAGE 
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EWJ2 
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BONY PLAYSTATION 

Hardball 5 
Star Control III 
Bubsy III 

Batman Forever 
NFL Quarterback Club 
‘96 
Judge Dredd 
Frank Thomas ‘Big 
Hurt’ Baseball 
Revolution X 
WWF WrestleMania 
NBA Jam TE 
Mortal Kombat II 

Wing Commander III 
PGA Tour Goli ‘96 
Syndicate Wars 
Shredfest 
Psychic Detective 
Viewpoint 
Reboot 
FIFA Soccer ‘96 
Road Rash 
Shock Wave 

Decent 
Cyberia 
Waterworld 
Rock & Roll Racing 
Casper 

NBA Basketball 
Suikoden 
3-D Soccer 
Policenauts 
Parodius 
Major League 
BaseBall 
NFL FootBall 
Project: Over Kill 
3-D Golf 
Castlevania 

BallBlazer 
Mindscape: V MAX 
The Raven Project 
The Warhammer 
Harbinger 

Ridge Racer 
Tekken 
Cybersled 
Air Combat 
Starblade Alpha 

‘95 NEXT GENERATION SOFTWARE LISTING 

GEX 
Total Eclipse 
Off-World Interceptor 
Legacy of Kain 
Blazing Dragons 
Solar Eclipse 
3D Baseball ‘95 

Parasite Movie Fire 
Sentient Prime Time NFL Mirage 
G Police Basketball ‘95 Football Cerebre: Eye Spy 
Novastorm Dragons o! the Square World Series 

Slam ‘N’ Jam ‘95 Assault Rigs Table Baseball 
Krazy Ivan Legacy of Kain NBA Action 
Myst Off-World Interceptor Rachet and Bolt Rad the Rock Hopper 
Discworld 3-D Baseball ‘95 X-Men 
3D Lemmings The Horde 32 Xtreme Virtuoso 

Toshinden 
Solar Eclipse 
Gex 

Kolibri 
VR Troopers Flying Nightmares 

Mortal Kombat 3 Absolute Zero 
Razor Wing Dark Legends NFL Quarterback Club 

Death Mask Kileak The DNA Defcon 5 ‘96 
Imperative Minnesota Fats Pool WWF Raw 

Wonder Lust Jumping Flash Dark Sun Batman Forever 
Creature Shock Big Hurt Baseball 

Twisted Metal Judge Dredd NHL ‘96 
WarHawk Alone in the Dark Revolution X Foes of Ali 
ESPN Extreme Caesar’s Gambling Magic Carpet 
Virus Casper Pitfall: The Mayan Space Hulk 
Johnny Mnemonic Cyberia Adv. Shred Fest 

Decent 
Alone in the Dark II FIFA ‘96 

Syndicate 
Psychic Detective 

Panzer General Virtual Pool Toughman Contest Shock Wave II 
Advanced D&D 
Slayer Boxing Brutal: Above the Powerslide 

Primal Rage 
Deadly Skies 
Racing Dynamics 

Claw 
Kingdom:The Far 

Spilt Realities Blackthorne Reaches 

Spot Goes to Varuna's Forces Caesar’s Gambling Alone in the Dark II 

Hollywood Casper Cyberia 
Agile Warrior: F-111X Romance of the C2: Judgement Clay Casper 
Converse Hardcore 
Hoops 
3-Decathalon 

Three Kingdoms IV Starfleet Academy Waterworld 
C2: Judgement Clay 

Castlevania Waterworld Lost Vikings II 

The 11th Hour Parodius 
Primal Rage 
T-Mek 

Rock and Roll Racing 

SEGA SATURN SimCity 2000 The Perfect General 

Virtua Fighter Cybersled Street Racer Varuna's Forces 

Virtua Fighter 2 Rayman Deadly Skies 

Panzer Dragoon 
Daytona USA 
Virtua Cop 
NHL All-Star Hockey 
Prime Time NFL 
Football 
NBA Action 
World Wide Soccer 
Grand Slam Baseball 
Pebble Beach Golf 
Links 
Congo The Movie 
Clock Work Knight 
BUG! 
Free Runner 
Black Fire 
Ghen War 

Waterworld 

Mickey Thompson’s 
Supercross 
Skeleton Warriors 

BC Racers 
Soulstar 
Shellshock 
Virtual Golf 

Primal Rage 
Firewolves 

Brain Dead 13 
Dragon’s Lair II 

The Adv. of Hollywood 
Spot 

Incoming 
Firewall 
Fire & Ice 

Kingdom O’ Magic 3D0 

Myst 

Primal Rage 
Virtua Racing 

Penn & Teller’s 
Smoke and Mirrors 

Return To Zork 

Real-Line: An 
Interactive Learning 
Cube 
The Ultimate 
Fighting Style 

RayMan 

Alien Trilogy 
Big Hurt Baseball 
Mortal Kombat II 
NBA Jam: TE 
Revolution X 

Shellshock 
Thunderhawk II 

Jet Ski Rage 

Return to Zork 
Shanghai Triple 
Threat 

The 11th Hour 
Spot Goes To 
Hollywood 
Planet Pinball 

Drug Wars 
Space Pirates 
Fast Draw Showdown 
The Last Bounty 
Hunter 
McKenzie & Co. 
Shoot Out at Old 
Tucson 
Mazer 

IceBreaker 

In Your Face 

Vikings 

Dragon Lore 

TheD 
Ballz 

Lemmings 
Chronicles 
Discworld 

Canyon Racer GENESIS 32X 
PO’ed 

WipeOut 
Destruction Derby 
PowerSports Soccer snreei rigmer iiw ifewnv, S'X'S , .rT"? 7,“IT v . T'7 'v i, i 

iimiiill ^HSIH ltlillltllllllSlIliMRI! 
Dark Stalkers 
Street Fighter The 

Virtua Fighter 
Spiderman Web of 

Doom 
Doom II 
Chess Wars 

The Daedalus 
Encounter 
B.I.O.S. Fear 
CyberDillo 
Strahl 

Dragon’s Lair II 
Space Ace 
BrainDead 13 
Robinson’s Requiem 

Loadstar 
Cadillacs & 
Dinosaurs 
Wingnuts 

Dueiin’ Firemen! 

Panzer General 
AD&D Deathkeep 

Zhadnost: The 
People’s Party 
Killing Time 
BladeForce 
BattleSport 
Captain Quasar 
Phoenix 3 
Planet Strike 
Starlighter 

Dreamer 

The 11th Hour 
Lost Eden 
Creature Shock 
VIRTUAL BOY 

Teleroboxer 
Galactic Pinball 
Red Alarm 
Wario Cruise 
3D Driving 
Mario Clash 
Mario’s Dream 
Tennis 

Devil Busters 

Tetris V 
Face Ball 

Space Skush 
Proteus Zone 
Sunday’s Point 
Intercept 

Chiki Chiki LaBo 

Virtual Battleball 

Wing Commander III 
Prowler 

3D Bomberman 
Vertical Force 

Virtual Baseball 

Waterworld 

Virtual Fishing 
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ceases to amaze me. Every time I think IVe seen the pinnacle of it’s per 

tig and once again sets new standards. This time around it’s a new 

nd Robin is another benchmark 16-bit title... from a 

technical point of view 

: Where Batman and Robin falls apart is in bal- 

\ ance. It’s not fun, in fact, it’s hard to the point 

I being ridiculous. From the third level on, the 

same sprites repeat insanely, little clowns litter 

the screen for what seems like an eternity. Like 

any talented gamer you search for safe spots ot 

^ JV some kind of pattern, but you are so out num- 

ryjy ..I** bered its useless. Unless your powered up ajjd 

'EIAI ^ have ^ ener3y> you’re a gonner. 
It’s really to bad that the second half of 

SEGA • 16 MEG 
ACTION 

1-2 PLAYER(S) 
AVAILABLE JULY 
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son to in pales so bad in comp; 

i had to button up this 

•st few levels that these 

lopes for batman and R< 

but I’m afraid the only r 

vould be to see the effec 

lame takes on a whole n< 
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It FIGURES - THE BEST I 6-BlT HAS TO OFFER COMES ALONG 
JUST AS THE 32-Bit systems arrive to steal the show. 
ComixZone is easily one of the most impressive Genesis 
TITLES EVER SEEN, BOTH TECHNICALLY AND IN TERMS OF GAME- 
PLAY...ALVAYS A GREAT COMBINATION! 

In ComixZone you play the part of sketch Turner, the cre¬ 
ator OF THE SUCCESSFUL COMIXZONE SERIES. ONE FATEFUL NIGHT 
in his f uptown New York apartment, lightning strikes 
SKETCH 5 ART BOARS AND THE EVIL VILLAIN OF THE COMIXZONE 
WORLD, MORTUS, ESCAPES INTO REALITY- AND SKETCH IS ABSORBED 
INTO THE REALM OF HIS OWN COMICS! IF THE DEPRAVED MORTUS 
SUCCEEDS IN DESTROYING SKETCH IN THE COMIXZONE, HELL BE 
PERMANENTLY TRAPPED IN OUR WORLD, AND WITH HIS AWESOME 
COMIC-BOOK POWERS HE COULD EFFORTLESSLY TAKE OVER THE 
WORLD. 

Of course, this is where you come in. Upon entering the 
ComixZone, sketch gains a multitude of street fightin’ spe¬ 
cial attacks (over ten in all) and the ability to 
MORPH JNTO A CAPED SUPERHERO. ALMOST ALL OF 
Sketch s special attacks are combos accomplished 
VIA REPEATED BUTTON-PRESSING AND MANEUVERING OF 
THE CONTROL PAD IN SEQUENTIAL DIRECTIONS; 
EXAMPLE, THE FLYING DRAGON RlCK COMBO IS PER¬ 
FORMED BY TAPPING UP-RIGHT ALONG WITH B AND A, 
THEN FORWARD, B AND A AND FINALLY DOWN-FORWARD * 
6 AND A. SKETCH ALSO HAS SEVERAL SPECIAL WEAPONS 
AND ITEMS HE CAN USE, SUCH AS KNIVES, GRENADES,- 
BOMBS AND EVEN HIS PET RAT RoADKILL, WHO HAS THE ABILITY TO 
SNIFF OUT HIDDEN ITEMS OR ZAP ENEMIES WITH HIS ELECTRIFIED TAIL. 
you U ALSO RECEIVE FREQUENT SITUATION REPORTS AND HINTS 
FROM YOUR SHAPELY PARTNER ALISSA CYAN. 

THE AREA IN WHICH CZ REALLY SHINES IS THE HIGHLY UNIQUE, 
CREATIVE GAME PLAY. THE ACTION TAKES PLACE IN PANELS IN 
WHICH YOU HAVE TO DESTROY ENEMIES, SOLVE A PUZZLE OF SOME 
sort, or both. For instance, in the first page Sketch is faced 
WITH A BOX MARKED T AND A SWITCH ON THE WA.I THATS TOO 
HIGH TO REACH. ALISSA CHIMES IN AND WARNS YOU ABOUT THE 
BOX-IT S FILLED WITH EXPLOSIVES. So, NATURALLY, YOU PUSH THE 
BOX UP TO THE SWITCH AND FLIP IT, REVEALING A TRAP DOOR. THIS 
IS AN EXAMPLE OF ONE OF THE SIMPLEST PUZZLES IN COMIXZONE 
WHICH GET HARDER AND HARDER AS YOU PROGRESS THROUGH THE 
game. After completing the required task in each panel, you 
MOVE ON TO THE NEXT. SOMETIMES YOU HAVE YOUR CHOICE OF TWO 
SEPARATE PATHS, ONE OFTEN LEADING TO SOME UNFORTUNATE 
EVENT AND THE OTHER HEADING TOWARDS AN EASIER ROUTE. 

COMIXZONE S ART IS SUPERB, AND THE ANIMATION HAS A SATISFY¬ 
ING, J APANESE-FIGHTING-GAME QUALITY TO IT THATS A RARE FIND 
in American titles. Indeed, the game’s lead artist is Japanese 
- PROBABLY THE EXPLANATION! COMIXZONE IS ALSO CHOCK FULL o’ 
COOL SPECIAL EFFECTS LIKE PHENOMENAL SCALING AND ROTATION, 
THE ROLLING TITLE-SCREEN EFFECT SEEN IN DONKEY &ONG 

i*Nt IN CHARGE 
CE TRAINING 

l MORTUS* PEOPLE. 

Country, true transparencies and ornate line-scrolling. The best graphic trait of 
wu;IE aEAW-y T11E animation. Sketch and all his opponents are animated 

PERFECTLY, (IMPRESSIVE FOR SUCH HUGE SPRITES) TO A LEVEL ALMOST APPROACHING CAPCnu 
“ ARCADE ANIMATION! 

COMIXZONE LOOKS LIKE IT COULD WIND UP BEING ONE OF THE BEST TITLES 
EVER SEEN ON THE SEGA 5 TRUSTY I 6-BlTTER, BUT UNFORTUNATELY IT S 
2*** iTeT1W 0F AN ERA- IM TELLIN’ YA...HANG ON TO THAT GENESIS, IF 
only for Sega s ComixZone, Batman C Robin and the upcoming Vector 
Man. In this day and age when development is steadily shifting 
TOWARDS NEXT-GENERATION SYSTEMS, IT S GREAT TO SEE THAT TOP-QUALI¬ 
TY SOFTWARE IS STILL COMING FROM THE BIG ‘S.’ WELL BE BACK WITH A 
review of ComixZone next " 
ISSUE, SO KEEP LOOKING TO THE 

PAGES OF GAMEFAN! - NlCK ROX 



In the Darkest Hour, 

Hope Springs Eternal. 
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ing SEGA-CD™ RPG of all time is coming to your SEGA-CDM this Summer! 

NOT RATED 

SEGA CD ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Original Game ©1 
ed trademark of Game Arts/Working Designs. English Translation ©1995 Working Designs. Another production in 

Alex bv Working Designs. For a dealer near you, call (916) 243-3417. 
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SNES 

REVIEW 

ACCLAIM 
16 MEG 

; ACTION/ADV. 
j 1 PLAYER 
! AVAILABLE JUNE 

mission, such as rescuing hostage: 
destroying ammp dumps, or blastin 
cyborgs. You can log into computer term 
nals tor status reports and mission objec 
tives. Many of the levels are huge and some 
what maze-like, so you'll have pleilft to do 

Dredd’s Amazing length is both a stron 
point and a downfall. Each level is at leasts 
^ m- *3 10 minutes long, an 

you won’t beat them al 
7 the first time—do th 

math. Fortunately yoti ge 
passwords, so you won't have to con 

quer Dredd in one sitting. The downfall i: 
that after*a while the game becomes some 
what repetitive. Many levels reuse graphics 
music, and enemies, only in new arrange 
ments and locations. 

Dredd’s graphics are very good for SNES 
All characters are artfully drawn, wel 
detailed, and nicely animated. I also likec 

It’s scary how fast Acclaim translates 
movies to games—we received the Judge 
Dredd EPROM before the flick even came 

' r out! But don’t think this means Acclaim did¬ 
n’t put a lot of time into Dredd. JD is one of 

I the longest side-view platform games ever, 
j featuring 28 levels of enjoyable search-and- 
i destroy action. 

41 Dredd’s game play lllwllll 
1] is reminiscent of Alien *5EI _y 
n 3, which is a big comple- 'Wfe 
i ment. Dredd doesn’t set — 

any new. idards, but I was still 
impressed with the solid play mechanics. 
Dredd has some harsh weapons such as the 
basic unlimited-ammo gun, grenades, 
reflection shots, and many more. He can 
also punch, kick, headbutt, roll, and grapple. 

The action is straightforward run, gun, 
hunt, and item-collect. Each level assigns 
you a primary mission and a secondary 
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fwihiYh Ii!1U’lf Lr»N-ES .9ame in *! ,on°,ime t0 s,ar 3 nini3, and 1 am g,ad this c°o1 character-type is back. In Hagam 
StMnobi-esque action game30311656 ’ V°U 961,0 Pl3V ,he r°'e °f 3 cyberninja in an excellent, side-scrolling, slight!] 

ationbc^iS 3 s*ee*assassin wil11 a diverse amount of attacks and play mechanics in his repertoire. He has two basic 
nf hnmhc3 *™ord and a urappling hook, both of which are available in unlimited supply. He also has a limited amoun 

= bombs’ani1 f|vmg darts (my favorite). You shouldn’t have any trouble stocking up on these finite pm 
tec i es; virtually every enemy or destructible object contains more darts, bombs, chicken for health etc 

i..mn?e!ie S oneh,hin.9fl really lll,ed about Ha9ane, it was the playability. There,is much technique and plenty of timec 
tumps. Hagane has lots of razor-sharp moves. He can slide, barrel roll over by doing a double jump, or backflip awav 

from the bad guys. To me, these 

play mechanics didn’t feel like 

tacked-on afterthoughts or Iruity 

little gimmicks. They were inte¬ 

gral to the overall enjoyment ol 

the game and welcome features. 

HUDSON • 16 MEG 

ACTION 

1 PLAYER 

AVAILABLE JUNE 
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I also felt the graphics in Hagane were just as welcome. Although the character animation was aJilt on the stilt AYf 
side, his overall look and design fit the game perfectly, and the same can be said ^Jl 
range trom good to downright spectacular. There are some mid- and end-bosses that are nicely designed with pat ^ I 
ferns that are easy to learn. Then you have your blazin' full-screen gnarlers, who throw hre- hr.mstone and the / . 
kitchen sink. I must say these special FX ridden bad guys are a sight to behold. Speaking of FX, Hagane s one of & 
those games that starts oft a bit mild and a little bland at first, hut once you get further into the game (and it s a pret- 

W SSK SrSrSTS,, „« in parts, n«, .Pals a».«, it ,n a name line, his,,.« * 
need cool fast-paced music and beefy explosions to really get you pumped—oh well, I guess ya can t have it all. 

Hagane is moderately difficult, and will thoroughly engross you from start to end. It’s lust one of those game you don t want to 

»as., - as Sh,n.h, anh Nlnia GaiDcn, .h. s.anda,P Is = hlnh 

Hagane may not quite live up to the quality of the best ninja games, but it’s remarkably close. Even considering this genre s envi 
able lineage, Hagane is a game good enough to stand on its own merit.-K.LEE _| . 
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Xexex, Magician Lord, Bionic Commando, Willow and Nam 75 are over...yel every 
now and then a home game that nostalgically resembles a long-gone arcade 
favorite crops up. The latest of these is Wild Guns from Natsume, a 
game recalling the likes of Cabal or Nam 75. r 

Natsume's high-tech western (there are massive robots? tanks, ‘ 
lasers, neon signs, etc. in the game but no explanation of how ^ 
they came to be there) may feature very little in the storyline cat- v^:?J 
egory, but more than makes up lor it In gameplay. You have your 
choice of two aptly-named gunslingers, Clint and Annie. There’s 
little to no difference between the two, so your choice is based ^ -- an 
only on character preference. Both players can select the 
same character and you have an SFII-style choice of four col- fl 
ors. The play mechanics are uncomplicated but effective: 
both characters can shoot, jump, double- • 
jump, slide, lasso enemies to freeze them in ^ ' 
place and utilize aweing bombs that fill the • JfiKgsa 
screen with huge transparent explosions ~^!5P8| 
and “heat glare” line scrolls. There are 
also a number ol extra weapons to be ' 
found, such as machine guns, shotguns, ^ 
and a useless peashooter. The most pow- *"? -y *$; 
ertul weapon ot all, however, the V-Gun, 7 
cannot be accessed until a power bar at 2 - 7 ■ 
the bottom of the screen tills up by r >^' 
destroying enemies. 
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H Wild Guns' graphics are of arcade quality, (for a few years ago, at least) tea 
__unni.Hkn..Hri nhinniP thot choilor hrool/ n»> aro riririlpH Ulitr luring many scrolls, background objects that shatter, break, or are riddled with 

bullm holes when shot, excellent character animation and MASSIVE enemy 
sprites... all this detail in an 8-Meg cart! Most ot the character designs and art 

« in this game have a distinct Capcom look to them... a level ot 
■pquality that's hard to replicate. 

- The music is a fresh, intriguing collage of stereotypical ‘old 
west* music set to a modern beat. While original, it gets kind 
of old fast. The tunes in WG are memorable for their unique- 

— ness but aren’t in the “I wish they released game music 
CD’s in the US!” class. The sound eftects are adequate, with 

•' only the hare minimum of speech for the main characters 
2 Jt and a suspicious lack ot cries or death-shrieks from the 

enemies. 
Wild Guns is an extremely solid title and a game I had a 

■ |0t of fun with, especially in the two-player mode. It may 
-J , be slightly easy and on the short side, 

but hey... it’s only 8-Meg. This is one of 
those rare yet refreshing titles that 
hearken back to a simpler time in gam¬ 
ing when 432-hit combos, rendered 
plasti-characters/live-action fools in 
spandex and a competition element 
weren’t necessary to draw the 
crowds. If you're searching for that 
old arcade feeling, look no further 
than Wild Guns. -Nick Rox 





ATURN • 3EX • PLAYSTATION • ULTRA 64 • 3DO • JAGUAR • NGO GGO • VIRTUAL BOY 

Sony Computer Entertainment redefines the piattorm yenre 
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8-bit FM music system, hut the VB is accentuated with 
the ability to play PCM samples. The system has three 
external inputs: the AC power adapter jack, the link¬ 
up cable input and a controller port. Speaking of the 
l/B's controller, it's a joy to both hold and behold • the 
streamlined, elegant double-grip pad is very comfort¬ 
able and the inclusion of two cross-keys and two 
additional buttons on the rear ot the unit - making for 
six In all - is quite an evolution towards 30 control In 
the design of the tamiliar game pad. 
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Since the announcement of Nintendo’s 
groundbreaking 3D game machine, the 
Virtual Boy, the critics have been any¬ 
thing but kind. Truth is, no one really 
knows what this great little system is 
all about. Now, GameFan will shed 
some light on Mr. Gumpei Yokoi’s vision 
of the future. The Virtual Boy creates a 
sort of inner sanctum for the game play¬ 
er. The sharp red and black color 
scheme coupled with the intense 3D 
environment give you a keen sense of 
immersion. For the first time ever you 
feel like you’re actually IN the game. 
Not like the slogans have said in the 
past, but actually IN the environment. 
It’s hard to explain. Try to imagine 
strapping a tiny room on to your head 
that’s thirty feet long. 

Contrary to what you may have heard 
or imagined, based on what you’ve 
read, VR Boy graphics are not all wire 
frame. Indeed some are, but for the 
most part the visuals are comprised of 
32-bit, bit- mapped images. The level of 
detail obtainable through this medium 
astounds me. It was hard to imagine 
detailed red and black graphics before 
I played the VR Boy. But after sampling 
the seven launch titles, I can tell you 
first hand, you will be amazed at how 
sharp and detailed the graphics are. 
These effects are obtained mostly 
through clever shading and of course, 
good art. 

The Virtual Boy sound reminds me of a 
Game Boy on steroids, with one addi¬ 
tional channel 
for samples. It’s 
not exactly 
SNES quality, 
but it’s 
gamey and 
sort of catchy 
in a Nintendo sort of way, if you know 
what I mean. The speech and sound 

The Virtual Boy creates 
a sort of inner sanctum 
for the game player 

1 -1“ 

effects are sharp and clear. 
I was lucky enough to spend some 

quality time with a unit, here at GF and 
I walked away totally convinced, The 

day that the Virtual Boy is released I 
will be the first in line. To my surprise 

everyone in our 
office, right 
down to the 
toughest crit¬ 
ics, loved this 
lit' red ultimate 
toy. In fact, 

once they sat down and stuck their face 
in, it was hard to pry them away! 

With any 3D device there’s always the 
question “Will it give me a blazin’ 
migrane?” The answer is absolutely 
not. Even after extended play I felt no 
side effects whatsoever. Of course 
readjusting to the real world takes a 
minute or two after an intense 3D bat¬ 
tle, but no pain is involved. The VR Boy 
has two adjustments on the top of the 
unit so you can tailor the screens to 
your personal comfort level. 

In closing I’d like to quote that famous 
GameFan law; “Never judge a system 
until it has had a year to prove itself”. 
And never judge based on first looks. 
Game development doesn't happen 
overnight, especially when new hard¬ 
ware is involved. Of course once the 
Virtual Boy is released, all the critics 
who are cutting it down now will jump 
on the old band wagon, foot inserted 
neatly in mouth. Hey, that’s the way it’s 
always been, and the way it will proba¬ 
bly always be. 
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Almost everyones 
favorite game dur¬ 
ing our test was 
Mario Clash. The 
combination ot 
Mario quality plat¬ 

forming and 3 dimensional gameplay is a per¬ 
fect marriage. In Mario Clash you (as Mario) 

Tfl TDOSttlfrtf have the ability to travel through pipes up, 
down, into and out of the environment. The 
goal is to bop a koopa, grab his shell and hurl 
it either towards or away from yourself at the 
bouncing enemies, once to stun ‘em and a 
second time to smash ‘em. The gameplay is 
rather simple but the intensity really picks up 
as more and more enemies appear, from 
ghosts and spinies to flying goombas. The 
addictability lactor here is al an all-time high, 
and the 3D effect is stunning! 
Screen shots will never do this game justice, 

_ you’ve gotta’ try it! 

'I 
if r 

T&E’S VR 
Golf has all 
the features 
the big boys 
have, 
including 
the digi¬ 

tized characters and options o’plenty. 
Before you swing you can adjust your 
stance, direction, and pick your club. Then 
the fun really starts. Once you drive that IN’ 
sucker down the green, no matter where 
your ball lies, you will get a sense of depth. 
All of the hills, bunkers, and trees are lay¬ 
ered as they would be it you were actually 
standing right there! Three dimensional 
graphics give golfing sim's a whole new 
angle. The preview version we tested was¬ 
n’t quite complete, but this game shows 
great promise, especially if you’re a fan of 
the T&E tradition of golf sims. We ll have 
more on VR Golf as the game progresses. 

Poking ones face 
into a game of Red 
Alarm, the first 
thing you’ll realize 
is that you have 
never really played 

a 3D shooter before. Looking from behind the 
ship is one thing, but feeling the amazing 
depth all around you is another. You use the A 
and B buttons on the controller to speed up 
and slow down (you can even slop or fly in 
reverse) and the button on the backside of the 
controller to fire. All the while you can steer 
anywhere in the environment, forward or 
backward. The graphics are detailed wire¬ 
frames depicting enemy crafts, huge robots, 
and walls that come alive with faces stretch¬ 
ing out right at you! The music and voice in 
Red Alarm are high quality, rounding out the 
game's features. This fantastic shooting game 
should be available at system launch this 
August. At that time we’ll have an in-depth 
review. See you then! 

I've always been 
a sucker tor a good 
tennis game, or, at 
least what I 
thought was a 
good tennis game. 

Never have I been more immersed in a sports 
game then I was in Mario’s Dream Tennis on 
the Virtual Boy. 

Let me paint you a picture. Imagine you are 
a shoulder height camera floating just behind 
Mario on a real time, real depth, actual tennis 
court. The effect is nothing short of astound¬ 
ing! Playing this game makes me think of 
what someone could do with a football game, 
and this actually scares me. I’m fellin’ ya’ 
there’s nothing like three dimensional 
sports... nothing. 

The version of MDTI played featured a dou¬ 
bles match: me (Mario) and Yoshi against 
Donkey Kong Jr. and Toad. I played back and 
let Yoshi handle the net most of the time, and 
I gotta’ tell ya’, this thing is just too cool. You 
are going to love this game! 
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Teleroboxer 
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Nintendo’s own 
Galactic Pinball 
takes pinball to a 
whole new level. Of 
course, everything L lUiHBQH ml 
Is in deep 3D but 
the game itself is 
loaded with many 

aumuiiiuy U|J ll Ullo QO VVGII. TUI 

instance, some power-ups will allow you to 
spin and shoot while piloting a small hover 
craft above the surface. Levels include 
Alien, UFO, Cosmic and Colony. Get ready for 
an entirely new pinball experience! 
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Among the initial 
releases for the 
Virtual Boy is 
Teleroboxer, obvious¬ 
ly one of the first pro¬ 
jects for the new 
hardware. While 
Telero doesn’t feature 

. ,he slunnino depth 
showcased in Mario Clash and Red Alarm, it does 
have depth in the gameplay dept. TB is much like 
a 3D version of Super Punch-Out with futuristic 
characters. The 3D effects come into play with the 
fighter’s fists. As they punch, fists come right at 
you. There are a wide variety of special punches 
and enough strategy to keep you hooked for 
hours. An excellent link-up game! 



Grab This! promotion. 

Buy GEXT plus any one of the 

products listed below, including 

ST.AM 'U JAM' '95, Crystal Dynamic^"' 

in-your-face basketball game with, a 

new 3D "fast break" perspective and 

receive a FREE GEX t—shirt. / 

5 ON 5 FAST BREAK ACTION puts you courtside for 

all the 3D breakaways and thunder jams. 

Dynamic camera angles follow up close and personal. 

PLAY LARGE! Rotoscoped players, twice as large as 16-bit games, give the twine 

scorching three-pointers an incredible sense of realism. 

• Make roster substitutions, call plays, set screens and picks. 

• Replay the highlights from multiple angles 

• Track players, teams, games, and season stats 

• High-octane commentary by CNN Sports™~ favorite Van Earl Wright 

3 D O 

Just purchase GEX and any of the Crystal Dynamics titles listed on this page between 4/1/95 and 6/30/95. Place your original datedI sales 
the UPC bar codes from each of your software packages, along with your name and address in a stamped envelope and mail to. Crystal Dynamics, GRAB THIS. 

Promotion, 87 Encina Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94301 

The UPC codes and the ORIGINAL dated sales receipts must accompany your T-shirt request (Note: sales receipt mavr not: bej^produced,n here 
Crystal Dynamics assumes no responsibility for lost, late, illegible, incomplete or postage due mail. No rain checks. Offer valid in the USA only. Offer void where 

prohibited, taxed, or otherwise restricted by law. T-shirt request must be postmarked by June 30,1995. 

Crystal Dynamics, the Crystal Dynamics logo, GEX, the GEX character, Slam 'n Jam '95, Off-world Interceptor, and 
The Horde are trademarks of Crystal Dynamics. Samurai Shodown is a registered trademark of SNK Corporation of 
America. Star Control II is a trademark of Accolade, Inc. 3D0, the 3D0 logos and Interactive Multiplayer are 

trademarks of The 3D0 Company. © Crystal Dynamics, 1995. All rights reserved. 

Call 1-800-771-3772 for information on Game Ratings. 
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So let me get this straight, the Saturn comes out 
four months early and we get the most original action 
platform game ever created just weeks later. How did 
this happen? I’m used to waiting a year for a game 
like BUG when I buy a new system! BUG truly is a next 
generation game that takes full advantage of the 
Saturn’s 2&3 dimensional capabilities. 

The levels in BUG are HUGE, offering a multitude of 
paths to select and places to explore before arriving 
at your final destination, “the BUG stop”. With three 
giant areas in each of the six levels, each one pre¬ 
senting a more than formidable challenge, plus 
bosses that actually cover vast amounts of the play 
field, this is not only an enormous game, but an 
extremely long one. You get all this next generation 
platforming bliss plus brilliant computer graphic cin¬ 
emas, sprinkled generously throughout the entire 
adventure, in a first generation game. 

BUG is a really big star, you discover this as soon 
as you fire up the game (he’s all over the headlines). 
Queen Cadavra snatches BUG’S buddies right off of 
the movie set where BUG is working. It is on these 
amazing sets where you will do battle with all sorts 
of beautifully drawn and rendered characters from 
the insect world, and bosses that come alive like 
never before. Between levels, BUG travels from one 
set to another effectively contributing to the theme of 

SEGA OF AMERICA 
3D ACTION/ADV. • 1 PLAYER 

AVAILABLE NOW 

the game. 
Although the visuals in BUG are outstanding, the 

sheer playability is what really stands out in the long 
run. Once you get used to moving in and out of the 
play field the game becomes an entirely new experi¬ 
ence. Not one that feels experimental, but one that 
feels tight and perfectly programmed. The levels in 
BUG warp endlessly as you march left to right 
and zoom frequently in relation to the 
obstacles you encounter. There are also r 
many instances where you will actually 
interact with the backgrounds, such as 
platforms that whisk you away at lightning \ 
speed or drilling platforms that creep behind 
you. \r 

One of my biggest concerns approachingV-ii- 
these new awe inspiring 32-bit titles will be' 
whether or not the designers rely on graphics alone 
to draw us in, rather then depth and playability. BUG 
is a good example of both depth and attractiveness 
perfectly matched, as it should be. I honestly cannot 
think of a better game to help launch a system. My 
only hope is that BUG isn’t just a fluke and that more 
games of this caliber are close behind. This game is 
screaming for a sequel. -E. Storm 
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This is getting scary ■ two genre-redefining games in one 
month. First came Sega's frightening Astal: the Shining 
Crystal Legend, then Sony’s equally terrifying Jumping Flash. 
Both games are totally next generation in the truest sense of 
the term • in the case of Flash, the innovations made are in 
gameplay, and in Astal it’s the mind-shatteringly eye-gouging 
special effects, gorgeous art and radiantly majestic musical 
score...there has simply never been a better action platformer 
in the history of gaming. 

At the dawn of time, the goddess Antoirs created two 
human children from a pair of crystals, colored red and green. 
From the red crystal was born Astal, a hot-tempered young 
boy who was extremely protective of the female child creat¬ 
ed of the green crystal, Leda. Antoirs instructed the pair to 
populate the Earth. Due to Astal’s excessively violent nature, 
the all-seeing goddess chained him to the moon as punish¬ 
ment. Unfortunately, the vile demon Zherahd chose this peri¬ 
od to mount his attack on Antoirs, and he created a malicious 
male child, Geist, from a dark crystal. He then ordered Geist 
to capture Leda and populate the Earth with hideous, evil 
beings. Hearing Leda's screams for help, Astal breaks free of 
the chains binding him and races after Leda and Geist. 

The first thing that’ll shock you about Astal (after witness¬ 
ing a superbly animated Disney-esque introduction sequence) 
is the sheer breathtaking quality of the artwork. I really don’t 
think I’ve EVER seen hand-drawn art of this class in any 
game...even Square’s artistic masterpiece Chrono Trigger. 
One glance at Astal’s art made me swear off lame rendered 
graphics forever...they’ll never touch the splendor of hand- 
drawn bliss. The area of graphics has to be Astal’s greatest 
trait, so let me give you a little advice: Be prepared to be 
totally shocked. That’s all l can say...nothing you have ever 
seen, anywhere, can match the beauty of Astal’s visuals in 
motion. Five layers of perfect parallax, line scrolling from the 
heavens, the entire level scaling in real time, reducing Astal 
to about half the size of powered-down Mario and effects too 
stunning to describe with mere words are rampant in Astal. 
Every stage features some effect, some innovation never 
before seen in video games...and they just get better and bet- 
ter! By the end of the game you’ll be so intoxicated on the 
looks of Astal that I wouldn’t be surprised if you’ll go into wild 
paroxysms on the spot. If my commentary sounds severe, it's 
not. I could ramble on for issues on Astal’s graphics, so I'll 
seize the moment and shut up now. 

Gameplay...ah, gameplay, the most important trait of any 
game. To be honest, Astal doesn’t feature anything too new in 
the realm of actual mechanics, but you’ll be havin' a blast 
nonetheless. Astal’s main attack is and enemy-toss. He has 
two types: a regular standing one and a running super-throw. 
Astal can also blow wind to snuff out fires and small foes as 
well as punch the ground to paralyze the enemy. You also 
nave the help of a bird companion which can be controlled by 
the second player. The bird can grab fruit power-ups and 
attack every enemy on the screen, but she’s the most fun in 
two-player mode; there are cute little “bird combos" you can 
do as well as execute the aforementioned super attack. 

The ecstasy just doesn't end with Astal! The music is 
another hyper rapture-fest - Astal’s new-agey, classical 
tunes are some of the best ever heard in a Sega title, and 
indeed in video games. The sound effects and vast amount of 
speech are also eminently bitchin’; Astal’s battle cries and 
frequent comments in Japanese match the character per- 
fectly and are brilliantly acted... I can’t wait to see what SOA 
wi I do with ’em. I won’t go on for too long, but know this: 
Astal s music is nearly as great as it’s graphics - an extreme¬ 
ly tough achievement! 

Now for the closing, in which I list the game’s faults. With 
Astal this is extremely tough, but there are two minor objec- 
Jions I have: The game is painfully short, and can be beaten in 
ess than an hour by an experienced player. Astal is also fair- 

ly easy, but SOA is known for increasing the difficulty of its 
Japanese games, and for once this would be welcome. Next 
month we’ll review Astal from the SOA version. 

I’ve said it a hundred times in this article, but you’ve never 
seen anything like it. The Saturn is the system of choice for 2- 
D power... and this is a first-generation title. That just scares 
me. Think about the possibilities... 32-Bit is here and I’m 
ready for it! We’ll have more on Astal next month. -Nick Rox 
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Next month I’ll take you inside one of the most unique 

racers in recent history, 5ega’s Grand Chaser. Designed by 

5id Mead, the man responsible for the look of Bladerunner, 

Grand Chaser takes place on beautiful futuristic worlds, 

and features both story and versus modes of play. The 

visuals in this racing war game are breathtakino and the 

It’s all the rage in Japan and now it’s on its way 

to the States. It’s the super-whacky Parodius 

Deluxe Pack, featuring two games on one CD, 

Parodius Da, and Gokujo 

Parodius. From flying pigs to 

ships with kitty cat heads, this tr) 
is by far the weirdest shooter j / 

ever created It’s also one of 

the most popular in Japan. Join 

us next month and find out why. 
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a hard core flight sim, it has a highly playable, fast-reacting, arcade-like 
feel. Some other standout features include scaling cursors, lighting FX on 

your lighter, and voice commands. Additional features include multiple 
missions, selectable jets, and night sorties. 

Namco is quickly establishing itself as one of the premiere Sony 
re developers. Due out this July in Japan, Ace 
than enough potential to be another smash hit 

tor Namco. -K.LEE 

Namco has a superb line-up of first-generation, arcade-style games tor 
the PlayStation already, and Ace Combat is a great addition to the PS library. 
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UBI SOFT 
ACTION/PLATFORM 

1 PLAYER 
AVAIL. SEPTEMBER PlayStation PREVIEW 

^%ayman for the Jaguar caught my eye, 
■Chut I had no idea just how good this 
1132-bit platform beauty would look on 

; the PlayStation. 
Rayman’s on his way to both the Play- 

rV Station and Saturn this Fall; good form UBI! 
I From the looks of our preview disc, the PS 

will be superior to the Jaguar in two ways. 
| First, there are many, many more layers of 
* wondrous parallax background scrolling. 

r) Second, the crystal clear CD soundtrack 
if' exceeds the cart version, from the awesome ! 

voices to the lush music. You’ll just flip out * " 
when you hear all of Ray’s weird voices, and 

T the background sounds such as the forest ft 
? chirping, the horns blaring, and the munchk- i! 
j inmumbling are ultra realistic. It’s some of • 
' the best audio ever for a platformer! 

iAbout the game itself, Rayman has a mul- 
Xf titude of platform-conquering abilities such 

as hovering, flying, and throwing his fist as 
} a projectile. But get this, he has to earn his 

abilities along the way, and there’s a story 
i including friends who help him! . 
^ Rayman’s friends are cool, but his ene- 

mies are really wacked out. You’ll meet -1- 
giant percussion drums, musical notes, 

■»VOO' 
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giant tubas...it's like an attack of the possessed orchestra. 
The levels feature a great variety of surfaces and terrains. On some levels you slide down slopes 

and use the extra speed for momentum to make long jumps. There’s one stage which is all-flying and 
takes mucho skill to navigate. Another awesome vertically-scrolling section has Rayman “planting” 
platforms which grow and hover! 

There are many aspects to Rayman which are unique, surprising, and keep you on your toes. 
However, my greatest surprise about Rayman was when I saw him, ail 100 hundred feet of him, stand¬ 
ing atop a building across from the E3 exhibition hall in L.A. What a cUh-raZy marketing stunt! 

Rayman isn’t a game that’s trying to reestablish platform game play, it just offers some good tech¬ 
nique, beautiful graphics, a breathtaking soundtrack, and a fresh theme...not to mention a hilarious 
and likable hero! Look for PS and Saturn reviews when this one’s complete. -Slasher Quan 



If you love arcade-style competitive racing, it’s time to lace on your gloves and grab 
eight PlayStations, eight TVs, eight Combat Cables, and eight copies ot Destruction Derby! 
you can convince all your triends to splurge, we're talking mega intensity! 

Yup, DD supports the Combat Cable tor network competition, which is one major area 
where Sony has an edge on Sega. (If only Sega had made a network feature for Daytona.... 
Sure everyone must own a PlayStation for this to work, but if the PS takes oil, everyone 
will! 

DD is a full on destruction derby, so realistic you can just hear the 3 am TV commercial 
screaming, “ONE NIGHT ONLY!” DD is definitely is not a racing game but a carnage filled 
crunch-test. Run into cars (or walls) and car pieces fly, glass shatters, and eventually 
engines start smokin' (hopefully theirs, not yours). It all looks very convincing, as dents 
stay in your car and worsen as the destruction progresses! 

The control in DD is very tight and responsive with a user-friendly overall feel. There’s thi 

PSYGNOSIS i 

DEMOLITION DERBY ; 
1-8 PLAYER(S) i 

AVAIL. SEPTEMBER f PlayStation PREVIEW 
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basic driving, steering, and tour view 
g options, but there’s also driving in 
* reverse, which.-is unique and even useful. 
,||| One hyper-cool element is your control - 

and top speed are affected by how much 
damage you’ve sustained—try the han- 

| diing on a car with a busted, smoking 
| engine! 

- %/ Amazingly, DD’s graphics match the 
1^# caliber of the game play. The textured- 

mapped graphics are certainly original, and 
r £ in many ways better than Ridge Racer’s. DO 

surpasses Ridge Racer in terms of smoothness 
$ and manipulation of the on-screen cars. 
# When DD’s done, it will feature up to 30 

i. J; tracks. Combine this variety with unique destruc- 
I live game play and the multi-player option, and 
£ DD should otter action aplenty! Psygnosis is plan- 
£ ning eight games to launch with the PlayStation 
I and 20 within the first year, and DD is a high bench- 
fl mark of the new Psygnosis commitment to Sony 
I excellence. -Slasher Quan 
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SPECIAL? 
PREVIEW 

360 view with neck stretching action in a 3D enviorment 

SONY COMPUTER ENT. 
3D-ACTI0N 

1 PLAYER 
AVAILABLE SEPT. 9 

One thing is extremely evident alter playing 
Jumping Flash: Video games have come a long, 
long way. Genres never hit their stride until long 
after they’ve been introduced, although there are 
some exceptions such as SFll. This is true of shoot¬ 
ers with, say, Gradius, action games with Mario 
and RPG’s with Dragon Quest. The 3-D genre has 
fmaljy attained a spot in this hallowed hall of fame, 
and it is Sony Computer Entertainment’s Jumping 
Flash... arguably one of the ten, if not five, best 
games of all time. 
Jumping Flash is essentially an action platformer 

with shooting elements mixed in, but this is where 
its similarities with other games of the type end. 
This CD snorts the first TRUE 3-D environment ever 
seen in a home video game - go anywhere at any 
time, do anything you want. There have been 
games that attempt to simulate a 3-D world before, 
such as Doom, but the gameplay was limited to one 
plane. In Jumping Flash you have the freedom to 
move on one plane, but it also becomes necessary 
to traverse vast platforms and areas far above the 
ground floor of each stage by jumping. In JF you 
can leap the real world equivalent of several 
meters straight up - your character can triple-jump 
- an exhilarating experience to say the least. When 
you first come into contact with Flash, you’ll actu¬ 
ally get butterflies in your stomach and find your¬ 
self leaning to “avoid” obstacles! 

The story is fairly simple - the evil Baron Aloha 
and h;s band of pesky Muumuus have Planet Klage 
in their evil grip, and it’s up to you, Robbit the robo- 
rabbit, to destroy them. JF is broken down into six 
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almost total lack ol redraw. Everything is ALWAYS THERE - you can see the 
whole level at any time. _ . 

Another ot Jumping Flash’s strengths is the music and sound effects, 
which faultlessly match the game’s fruity theme. The rousing BGWI ranges 
_from insane bagpipes in Stage One to the thoroughly wacky 
■ Chinese tunes of Stage Five. Robbit’s voice is also cool, but 

^jj most of his comments are unintelligible, even if you under- 

rorlds, each with three LONG sub-levels. The idea is to gather carrot- 
haped Jetpods, at which point the level’s exit will appear. The third stage 
f each world is a boss level, which, unfortunately, are rather easy. In addi- 
on to jumping and butt-smashing enemies, Robbit has unlimited blue 
isers as well as a number of special weapons at his dispos- 
I, like the Rocket Fireworks, a barrage ot strafing missiles, 
he Rat Fireworks, (don't ask me where they got these names) ? * ■. > 

steady stream of death-ray, and a regular all-destroying - 
lomb. There are also a fair amount of special items, like an -s* , 
nvincibility capsule, time stops, and time extends. 
One of the ultimate video game cliches is “pictures don t do 
tiis game justice,” but this is absolutely true of Jumping 
lash. In fact, still shots of the game might not look all that ^ -—<*•. 
nteresting, but when it’s in motion, you’ll die. I ve honestly 
lever come into contact with a more satisfying and perfect 3-0 environ- 
nent... ever. As tar as the actual technical 3-0 aspects, they re pretty damn 
lood. Although the game moves at only 30 frames per second, the 3-D effect 
s wholly convincing. The game's textures are excellent, and only barely 
lixellize when in extreme close-up. Another arresting trait of Flash is the 

! stand Japanese. The sound effects, especially the one tor butt¬ 
bouncing enemies, perfectly match the game. 

What all this praise adds up to is an instant purchase of 
Jumping Flash when it’s released in America. Even if you don 
care for 3-D games, like E.Storm or K.Lee, (who both love JF) 

K_ you will adore this CD. IVIy only complaint is a frequent one 
among bliss-games: It’s too short. Once you get good at 

Jumping Flash, you can easily beat it in less than an hour. Even after you ve 
mastered the game, however, you always want to come back to it - it s that 
good. After playing Jumping Flash there will be no doubt in your mind that 
Sony and PiC/Exact/Ultra (the game’s programmers) have successfully 
redefined a genre of gaming. - Nick Rox 
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SCE • PLAYSTATION 
ACTION/SHOOTING 

1 PLAYER 
AVAIL. NOW JAPAN 
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GAME OFFER 
Buy 4 games from the list 

below, get the least expen¬ 
sive FREE. All 4 games 

must be in stock at the time 

of purchase. Offer good 
from 5/15/95 to 8/30/95 or 
while supplies last. 

GENESIS: Joe Montana 

CD SI9, ESPN Football 
$46, Streetfighter 2 $24, 
Mega Race CD $39, Happ 
Control Pad 2 $9. Tecmo 
Super Bowl $29. FI 6 
Wireless Control Pad $36, 
RF Switch S9, Team 

Player 2 $29, Competition 

Joystick $39, General 
Chaos S29. NHL Hockey 
*94 CD S29, Shaq Fu $36, 

TMNT Tournament 
Fighters S29, Shinobi 3 
$29, Sonic 2 CD $34, 

Super NBA $29, Chuck 
Rock 2 CD SI 9 

SNES: Aero Acrobat $19, 
Fatal Fury $29, Virtual 

Bart $29. Hardball 3 $29, 
Inspector Gadget $19, 
Clayfighter $32. Brett Hull 
Hockey $29, Tin Star $39. 

Super Soccer $19, Super 

Tennis $19. Barkley 
Basketball $39. NBA 
Show-down $39, 

Choplifter 3 $34. Nigel 

Mansell World Cup Racing 

$29, Dragon View $59. 
Mario is Missing $29. 

Daffy Duck: Marvin 

Missions $36, World 

Heroes $39, Battletoads: 
Double Dragon $29 

GAME GEAR: Arch Rivals 

$16. George Forman 
Boxing $16, Chakan 

Forever Man Si 6, Chuck 
Rock $16. Donald Duck 

$16. Power Back Battery 
$39, Wide Gear $16, 

Majors Pro Baseball $29, 

NBA Basketball $16. NFL 
FB Joe Montana $29. 

Space Harrier S9. Surf 
Ninjas $16. Vampire $16. 
World Cup USA S24 

3DO: Fatty Bear Fun Pack 

$29. Putt Putt Fun Pack 

$29, Putt Putt Joins 

Parade S29. Stellar 7 $29 

JAGUAR: Club Drive 

$39, Dragon $38. Kasumi 
Ninja $46 

32X: Corpse Killer $49. 

Slam City $52. Super 
Strike Harrier $39 

Call 

802-767-3033 

Fax 

802-767-3382 

Source 

10312 

Chips & 

Bits, Inc. 

P0 Box 234 

Dept 10312 

Rochester, 

VT 05767 
GFAN 795 1 

‘EARTHBOUND’ Enter a prehistoric world where 

dinosaurs rule. Fight fearsome beasts with fantas¬ 

tic weapons and travel around the world in search 

of adventure in this RPG. $62 

TECMO SECRET OF THE STARS’ The evil lord has 

destroyed your father. You must create your own city 

and restore harmony to the world. Animated 3D battle 

scenes, battery backup and unique split party. $56 

GENESIS HARDWARE 

3DO Ctrl Pad Goldstar $36 
3DO MPEG Mod $199 
3DO System Goldstar $399 
3DO System Panasonic $399 
11th Hour $54 
Alone in the Dark 2 $52 
BIOS Fear $52 
BrainDead 13 $52 
Clayfighter 2 $46 
Corpse Killer $52 
Creature Shock $54 
Crime Patrol $46 
CyberWar $54 
Cyberia $46 
DefCon 5 $52 
Demolition Man $58 
Doom 2:Hell on Earth $58 
Dragon Lore $46 
Dragons Lair 2:Tme Warp $52 
Drug Wars $52 
ESPN Baseball $52 
FIFA International Soccer $52 
Flashback $46 
Flight Stick Pro $69 
GEX $52 
Gender Wars $54 
Grandest Fleet $56 
Hell $45 
Horde $52 
Immercenary $52 
Jammit! $52 
Jurassic Park $52 
Killing Time $52 
Kingdom O’ Magic $54 
Kingdom:Far Reaches $46 
Lawnmower Man 2 $54 
Lemmings Chronicles $52 
Loadstar $52 
Mad Dog McCree 2 $54 
Madden Football $49 
Myst $54 
NHL Hockey 96 $52 
Need for Speed $52 
Night Trap $52 
NovaStorm $52 
Off World Interceptor $52 
Out of this World $42 
Panzer General $54 
Pataank $39 
Pebble Beach Golf $46 
Perfect General $56 
Pitfall $54 
Primal Rage $59 
Quarantine $34 
Rebel Assault $52 
Return Fire $52 
Return to Zork $52 
Rise of the Robots $49 
Road Rash $56 
Robinson’s Requiem $52 
Rock & Roll Racing $48 
Samurai Showdown $52 
Shock Wave $54 
Slam City $52 
Slayer $44 
Space Ace $52 
Space Pirates $49 
Star Control 2 $52 
S Street Fighter 2 Turbo $56 
Supreme Warrior $49 
Syndicate $54 
Theme Park $52 
Waialea Country Club Gif $52 
Way of the Warrior $52 
Wing Commander 3 $54 

Aura Interactor $79 
Batter Up $64 
Genesis CD Backup RAM $49 
Genesis CD System 2 $229 
Genesis CDX System $389 
Genesis System 2 core $99 
Genesis System Sonic 2 $129 
Gen System/Lion King $139 
Genesis X-Band Modem 1 $66 

1 GENESIS ADVENTURE! 

Batman & Robin $52 
Beavis & Butt-Head $54 
Boogerman $39 
Demolition Man CD $36 
Disc World CD $46 
Dragons Lair 2 CD $52 
EarthWorm Jim 2 $64 
Ecco Dolphin $52 
Fahrenheit CD $52 
Flashback CD $46 
Itchy & Scratchy $43 
Lion King $46 
Loadstar 2 CD $54 
Myst CD $46 
Pitfall CD $48 
Ristar $44 
Secret Monkey Island CD $42 
Snatcher CD $44 
Sonic the Hedgehog 4 $59 
Space Ace CD $49 
Spiderman & Venom $49 
Star Trek Deep Space 9 $48 
Virtual Springfield $56 
X MEN 2:Clone Wars $52 
Zorro $58 

GEN KICK & PUNCH 

Clayfighter $52 
Double Dragon 5 $52 
Eternal Champions CD $46 
Fatal Fury Special CD T $44 
Justice League $60 
King of the Monsters 2 $49 
Mortal Kombat 3 $69 
Primal Rage $59 
Rise of the Robots CD $44 
Samurai Showdown CD $44 
Streets of Rage 3 $56 
Super Street Fighter 2 $56 
Supreme Warrior CD $52 
WeaponLord $58 
Wolverine $58 
World Heroes 2 $56 

GEN ROLEPLAYING 

Dungeon Master II CD $44 
Eye of the Beholder CD $42 
Heimdall CD $44 
Lunar 2:Eternal Blue CD $54 
Phantasy Star 4 $82 
Popful Mail CD $49 
Revengers of Vengeance $44 
Shining Force 2 $66 
Syndicate $44 

GENESIS SHOOTERS 

Crime Patrol CD $49 
Exo Squad $48 
Mad Dog McCree 2 CD $49 
Soul Star CD $34 
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‘LUNAR: ETER¬ 

NAL BLUE’ Join 

Hiro and Ruby as 

they work to 

unlock the secrets 

of the Blue Spire 

and the strange 

young girl they 

found within it! 

Along the way, 

you’ll meet excit¬ 

ing fully animated 

monsters and 

crawl through 

slimy dungeon 

depths. CD $54 

‘7TH GUEST: 

11TH HOUR’ 

Sequel to 7th 

Guest except the 

stakes are higher, 

the puzzles more 

clever & the return 

visit even more 

unsettling. Solve 

puzzles and 

investigate clues 

that take you 

through Stauf’s 

haunted house 

with movie-like plot 

twists! 3DO $54 

‘DEATHKE 

An evil N< 

mancer 

escaped an- 

wreaking h< 

upon the la 

You must 

your way thrc 

25 dunge< 

icey caverns 

three omir 

towers! Battle < 

27 monsters, f 

3D environn 

and a natural 

spective. 3 DO 

‘PRIMAL RAGE’ Seven imprisoned gods are 

loose from suspended animation after a met< 

strikes Earth in the near future. Humans survi 

but most technology is wiped out. Genesis $ 

GENESIS SIMULATION 

Flying Nightmares CD $44 
Full Throttle Racing CD $49 
Megarace CD $39 
Micro Machines 2 $54 
Rally CD $54 
Road Rash 3 $52 
Rock & Roll Racing $49 
SeaQuest DSV $56 
Super Bike Challenge $49 

GENESIS SPORTS 

Bass Masters Classic $56 
Bill Walsh College Ftbll 95$54 
Coach K College Bsktball $54 
ESPN Hockey $58 
ESPN NBA Hangtime CD $54 
FIFA Internat’l Soccer 95 $54 
F Thomas Big Hurt Bsball $64 
Hardball 95 $49 
Madden Football 96 $58 
NBA Jam Toum Edition $59 
NBA Live 95 $56 
NFL Football 95 $54 
NFL Quarterback Club $56 
NHL All Star Hockey CD $54 
NHL Hockey 95 $54 
PGA Tour III (95) $49 
Rugby World Cup 95 $54 
Slam City CD $52 
TNN Bass Tournament $49 
Unnecessary Roughness $49 
WWF:Raw $59 
Wayne Gretzky Hockey $54 
World Series Baseball 95 $66 

GENESIS STRATEGY 

Aero Biz Supersonic $59 
BrainDead 13 CD $49 
Jeopardy 2 (Deluxe) $39 
Pac Attack $44 
Theme Park $48 
Trivial Pursuit CD $46 
Wheel of Fortune CD $52 

GAME GEAR 

Batman Forever $38 
EarthWorm Jim $34 
Ecco Dolphin $38 
FIFA Intemat’l Soccer 96 $36 
Lion King $38 
Madden Football 96 $36 
Mortal Kombat 3 $39 
NFL Football 95 Montana $24 
SeaQuest DSV $38 
WWF:Raw $34 
X MEN 2: Game Masters $38 

JAGUAR 

Jaguar AC Adaptor $ 19 
Jaguar CD System $149 
Jaguar Controller $19 
Jaguar Power Kit (Core) $149 
Jaguar Team Tap $22 
Air Car Wars $52 
Alien Vs Predator $54 
Arena Football $59 
Assault: Covert Ops $52 
Atari Cart $52 
BIOS Fear $56 
Baldies CD $52 
Barkley Basketball CD $52 

© 1995 CHIPS & BITS, INC. 

JAGUAR 

Batman Forever CD $59 
Battle Morph CD $52 
Battle Sphere $54 
Battle Wheels $54 
Blue Lightning CD $52 
BrainDead 13 CD $52 
Bubsy $39 
Burnout $54 
Cannon Fodder $54 
Chaos Agenda CD $52 
Club Drive $29 
Creature Shock CD $52 
Deathwatch $56 
Defender 2000 $56 
Demolition Man CD $52 
Doom $56 
Double Dragon 5 $52 
Dragon’s Lair CD $52 
Dragon: Bruce Lee Story $29 
Dune $54 
Dungeon Depths $52 
Flashback $52 
Formula 1 Racing CD $56 
Freelancer 2120 CD $52 
Galactic Gladiators $54 
Gunship 2000 $54 
Hardball 3 $52 
Highlander CD $52 
Hover Hunter $56 
Hover Strike $52 
Internat’l Sensible Soccer $56 
Iron Solider 2 CD $56 
Jack Nicklaus Golf CD $52 
Jaguar Formula 1 Racing $54 
James Pond 3 $54 
Kasumi Ninja $46 
Legions of the Undead $52 
Lester the Unlikely $54 
Magic Carpet CD $56 
Mortal Kombat 3 $59 
Myst CD $56 
NBA Jam Tourn Edition $62 
NFL Football $56 
Phear $54 
Pinball Dreams $54 
Pinball Fantasies $54 
Pitfall $56 
Power Drive Rally $57 
Primal Rage CD $59 
Rage Rally $58 
RayMan $58 
Redemption CD $52 
Return to Zork $56 
Rise of the Robots $59 
Robinson's Requiem CD $52 
Ruiner Pinball $52 
Soccer Kid $56 
Soul Star CD $58 
Space Ace CD $52 
Star Raiders 2000 CD $52 
Super Burnout $56 
Supercross 3D $56 
Syndicate $58 
Tempest 2000 $52 
Thea Realm Fighters $56 
Theme Park $58 
Tiny Toon Adventures $52 
TroyAikman Football $56 
Ultimate Brain Games $54 
Ultra Vortex $64 
Val D’lsere Skiing $52 
Wyne Gretzky Hockey CD$56 
Wild Cup Soccer $54 
Zodiac Fighters $58 
Zool 2 $46 

32 Xtreme $59 
After Burner $39 
Alien Trilogy $62 
Alone in the Dark CD $52 
B.C. Racers $54 
BlackThorne $52 
Brutal Above the Claw $52 
Cadillacs & Dinosaurs CD $56 
Casper $52 
Chaotix $58 
Clayfighter 2 $52 
College Basketball $62 
Corpse Killer CD $39 
Cosmic Carnage $49 
Dark Ride CD $58 
Doom M $59 
Flying Aces CD $52 
F Thomas Big Hurt Bsebll $59 
Golf Mag’s 36 Great Hies $62 
Heavy Machinery $54 
Izzy’s Olympic Quest $52 
KingdonrFar Reaches $59 
Kolibri $58 
Loadstar 2 CD $58 
Loadstar CD $56 
Lost Vikings 2 CD $49 
Metal Head $59 
Midnight Raiders CD $56 
Mortal Kombat 2 $62 
Mother Base $49 
Motocross Championship $49 
NBA Action $59 
NBA Jam Tourn Edition $59 
NFL Instant Replay $56 
NFL Quarterback Club $59 
Night Trap CD $59 
Over Drive $94 
Pitfall $59 
Power Rangers CD $52 
Primal Rage CD $58 
Prime Time NFL Ftball 96 $66 
RBI 95 CD $57 
RayMan $58 
Revolution X $59 
Shadow Squadron $52 
Slam City CD $52 
Spiderman: Web of Fire $58 
Spot Goes to Hollywood $59 
Star TrekrStarfleet Acad $52 
Star Wars Arcade $39 
Super Space Harrier $29 
Supreme Warrior CD $56 
Tee Off $56 
Tempo $59 
ToughMan Contest $56 
VR Troppers $59 
Vikings $46 
Virtua Fighters $56 
Virtua Hampster $59 
Virtua Racing Deluxe $59 
Wirehead CD $52 
Wolves of Moordeth $56 
World Series Baseball $59 
X Men $59 
Zorro $54 

ULTRA 64 

Ultra 64 System $249 
Cruis’n USA $56 
Doom $56 
Killer Instinct $56 
Robotech $56 
Top Gun $56 
Turok: Dinosaur Hunter $56 

Neo Geo CD System 
2020 Super Baseball CD 
3 Count Bout CD 
Aero Fighters 2 CD 
Aerofighters 3 CD 
Agressor of Dark Kmbat : 
Alpha Mission 2 CD 
Alpha Mission CD 
Andro Dunos CD 
Art of Fighting 2 CD 
Art of Fighting CD 
Baseball Stars Pro 2 CD 
Baseball Stars Pro CD 
Blue's Journey CD 
Burning Fight CD 
Choshinken CD 
Crossed Swords CD 
Cyber Lip CD 
Double Dragon CD 
Fatal Fury 2 CD 
Fatal Fury 3 $ 
Fatal Fury 3 CD 
Fatal Fury CD 
Fatal Fury Special CD 
Fight Fever CD 
Football Frenzy CD 
Galaxy Fight CD 
Ghost Pilots CD 
Goh-Kaiser CD 
Gururin CD 
Kamov's Revenge CD 
King of Athletes CD 
King of Fighters ‘95 CD 
King of Fighters 94 CD 
King of Monsters 2 CD 
King of the Monsters CD 
Last Resort CD 
Magician Lord CD 
Metal Slag CD 
Mutation Nation CD 
Nam 1975 CD < 
Ninja Combat CD S 
Ninja Commando CD S 
Palstar CD 5 
Panic Bomber CD g 
Rally Chase CD g 
Riding Hero CD g 
Robo Army CD 3 
Samurai Showdown 2 $2 
Samurai Showdown 2 CD g 
Samurai Showdown CD $ 
Savage Reign CD $ 
Sengoku 1 or 2 CD $ 
Shinryu Senki CD $ 
Soccer Brawl CD $ 
SpinMaster CD $ 
Stakes Winner CD $1 
Street Hoops CD $1 
Super Sidekicks 2 CD $1 
Super Sidekicks 3 CD $1 
Super Sidekicks CD $( 
Super Spy CD $< 
Super Vollyball CD $( 
Suplex CD $( 
Thrash Rally CD $( 
Top Hunter CD $f 
View Point CD $e 
Windjammers CD $£ 
World Heroes 2 Jet $i£ 
World Heroes 2 Jet CD $£ 
World Heroes 2 CD $e 
World Heroes CD $e 
World Heros Perfect CD $6 
World Tour Golf CD $6 
Zed Blade CD $6 



tORTAL KOMBAT 3’ has 6 new Kombat Kodes, 8 new 

aracters, 32 megs, 12 new 3D rendered backrounds 

id secret portals that allow fighters to smash up and 

iwn into different backrounds. SNES or GENESIS $69 

‘KINGDOM: 

THE FAR 

REACHES’ 

Darkness 
looms over the 

land. The evil 

wizard Torlok 

spreads misery 

and suffering 

throughout the 

five kingdoms 

in a reign of ter- 

>r. But there is hope, a young adventurer is prophesied 

> defeat Torlok and save the kingdom. Collect items of 

ower and magic, learn clues to determine friend from 

>e and try to conquer The Far Reaches! CDI $44 

SATURN SATURN 

urn System $399 Primal Rage $64 

urn 6 Player Controller $39 Prime Time NFL Ftball 96 $59 

urn Arcade Racer $66 Project: Over Kill $52 

urn Back-Up RAM $46 Racing Dynamics $54 

urn Control Pad $32 Rally $54 

urn Mission Stick $66 RayMan $54 

urn Virtua Stick $54 Return to Zork $52 

urnTeeV Golf $129 Revolution X $52 

i Soccer $52 Rise of the Robots 2 $54 

Baseball 95 $54 Road Rash $54 

Basketball $54 Robotica $54 

1 Gears & Guts $52 Romance of 3 Kingdom 4 $58 

Guest 2: 11th Hour $52 Screaming Wheels $54 

8iD Fighters $46 Shell Shock $52 

renaline Factor $54 SimCity 2000 $58 

ile Warrior: F-111X $54 Solar Eclipse $54 

sn Trilogy $52 Space Ace $52 

>ne in the Dark $46 Spot Goes To Hollywood $54 

10k $54 Storm $52 

ickfire $52 Street Fighter Legends $54 

ides of Rage $54 Street Fighter: The Movie $54 

izing Dragons $54 Total Eclipse $54 

ainDead 13 $54 Upper Deck Basketball $54 

utal 2210 $54 VR Baseball $56 

g! $38 VR Basketball $56 

inyon Racer $52 VR Hockey $56 

istlevania $52 Varuna’s Force $54 

inter Ring Boxing $54 Virtua Cop $52 

ockwork Knight $38 Virtua Fighters 2 $56 

inverse Hardcore Hoop $52 Virtua Racing $54 

eature Shock $54 Waterworld $54 

fber Sled $54 Wing Commander 3 $59 

/berWar $54 X MEN $54 

/beria $46 XS $54 

ark Legend $54 Zoop $54 

ark Seed $54 
ark Stalkers $54 PLAYSTATION 

ark Sun $54 
aytona USA $52 Sony Playstation System $299 

eadalus $54 PSX Combat Cable $19 

eadly Skies $52 PSX Controller $32 

eath Race $54 PSX Memory Card $35 

efCon 5 $54 PSX Mouse w/Pad $39 

escent 2 $46 PSX TeeV Golf $129 

ouble Header $52 3-D Golf $45 

raqons Lair 2 $52 3-D Soccer $45 

ragons of Square Table $54 3-Decathlon $52 

IFA International Soccer $54 3D Baseball '95 $54 

Thomas Big Hurt Bsebll $54 4x4 Gears & Guts $52 

ree Runner $54 7th Guest 2: 11th Hour $52 

iEX $54 Adrenalin Factor $54 

iender Wars $54 After Shock $54 

ihen War $52 Agile Warrior: F-111X $54 

Irand Slam Baseball $52 Alien Trilogy $54 

lardWired $46 Alien Virus $54 

lardball 5 $54 Alpha Storm $54 

fell $54 Assault Rigs $54 

lorde $54 Batman Forever $54 

icredible Toons $54 Bio Hazard $54 

lingdom O’ Magic $54 Blades of Rage $54 

awnmower Man 2 $54 Blazing Dragons $54 

.egacy of Kain $54 BrainDead 13 $54 

.emmings Paintball $54 Castlevania: Bloodletting $45 

/1LBPA Baseball S52 Chronicles of the Sword $54 
Minnesota Fats Pool $54 Converse Hardcore Hoop $52 

Mortal Kombat 2 $59 Creature Shock $54 

yiyst $59 Cyber Sled $54 

si BA Action $52 CyberWar $54 

4BA Jam Tourn Edition $54 Cyberia $52 

sJFL Football $52 Dark Legend $54 

sIHL All Star Hockey $59 Dark Sun $54 

sJHL Hockey $54 Death Race $54 

Dff World Interceptor $54 DefCon 5 $54 

3anzer Dragoon $52 Demolish’em Derby $54 

=’ebble Beach Golf $46 DiskWorld $54 

‘DARK SUN: 

SHATTERED 

LANDS’ Your 

party begins as 

slaves in the city 

of Draj, destined 

to die as gladia¬ 

tors in the Arena. 

You must 

escape, join with 

other slaves and 

create a rebel 

force that will 

destroy the evil 

sorcerer-king’s 

army. PSX $54 

‘ESPN 
EXTREME 
GAMES’ 

Delivers photo 

realistic anima¬ 

tion derived 

from motion 

capture technol¬ 

ogy. An action 

packed race 

with in line 

skates, moun¬ 

tain bikes, 

skateboards 

and a street 

luge! PSX $54 

PLAYSTATION 

Doom $59 
Dragons Lair 1 or 2 each $54 
ESPN Extreme $54 
FIFA Internat’l Soccer 96 $54 
Freelancer 2120 $52 
Front Page Ftball Pro 96 $58 
F Page Sports Bseball 96 $58 
G-Police $54 

GEX $54 
Gender Wars $54 
Gunship 2000 $54 
Hardwired $52 
Hardball 5 $54 

Hell $54 
Hyper 3-D Pinball $52 
Incredible Idiots in Space $52 
Johnny Mnemonic $54 
Kileak: DNA Imperative $54 
King’s Quest 7 $58 
Kingdom O' Magic $54 
Krazy Ivan $54 
Last Bounty Hunter $54 
Lawnmower Man 2 $54 
Lemmings 3D $54 
Lemmings Paintball $54 
MLBPA Baseball $45 
Minnesota Fats Pool $54 
Mortal Kombat 3 $58 
Myst $54 
NBA Jam Tourn Edition $56 
Novastorm $54 
Off World Interceptor $54 
PGA Tour 96 $52 
Panzer General $54 
Parasite $54 
Primal Rage $54 
Quarantine $54 
Raven Project $54 
RayMan $54 
RazorWing $56 
Return to Zork $52 
Ridge Racer $56 
Rise of the Robots 2 $54 
Road Rash $54 
Rock & Roll Racing 2 $46 
Romance of 3 Kingdom 4 $58 
Sentient $54 
Shock Wave $54 
Solar Eclipse $54 
Space Ace $54 
Spawn $54 
Spot Goes To Hollywood $54 
Storm $52 
Street Fighter Legends $54 
Street Fighter: The Movie $54 
Syndicate Wars $56 
Tekken $54 
Toh Shin Den $59 
Top Gun:Fire at Will $54 
Total Eclipse $54 
Twisted Metal $54 
Upper Deck Basketball $54 
Upper Deck Football $54 
VR Baseball $56 
VR Basketball $56 
VR Hockey $56 
Virus $54 
WarHawk $54 
Warhammer Fantasy Battle$54 
Wing Commander 3 $59 
Wipeout $54 
X MEN $54 
X-Com: Enemy Unknown $54 
XS $54 
Zoop $54 

SNES HARDWARE 

Ascii Role Player Cntrller $29 
Super Nintendo System SI 49 
Super Nin System Core $109 
SNES X-Band Modem $46 

SNES ADVENTURE 

Addams Family $39 
Advntr of Batman & Robin$59 
Batman Forever $66 
Beavis & Butt-Head $54 
Boogerman $58 
Death of Superman $59 
Demon’s Crest $49 

Die Hard 3 $56 
Donkey Kong Country 2 $64 
Earthworm Jim $59 
Earthworm Jim 2 $64 
Great Circus Mystery $39 
Ignition Factor $49 
Itchy & Scratchy $49 
Izzy’s Olympic Quest $54 
Jurassic Park 2 $49 

Lion King $44 

Mega Man X 3 $64 
Mission Impossible $56 
Phantom 2040 $58 
Pinocchio $56 

Pitfall $59 
Pocahontas $59 
Popeye $52 
Porky Pig $59 
Ren & Stimpy Show 2 $54 
Revolution X $66 
SeaQuest DSV $59 
Sink or Swim $49 
Spiderman & Venom $59 
Spot Goes to Hollywood $59 
Star Trek Deep Space 9 $48 
StarGate $62 
Super Empire Strikes Bek $52 
Super Return of the Jedi $59 
Sylvester & Tweety $59 
The Mask $59 
Thunder in Paradise $54 
Waterworld $56 
X MEN $49 

Zoop $44 

1 SNES KICK & PUNCH 1 

Clayfighter 2 $39 
Double Dragon 5 $46 
Fatal Fury Special $59 
Justice League $66 
Killer Instinct $66 
King of the Monsters 2 $39 
Mortal Kombat 3 $69 
Rise of the Robots $59 
Super Street Fighter 2 $66 
Survival Arts $56 
Wolverine $62 

SNES SHOOTERS 

Apocalypse $62 

Doom $69 
Fire Striker $44 
Future Zone $58 
Galactic Defenders $56 
Metal Morphin $49 
Super Metroid $49 
Super Turrican 2 $56 
View Point $54 
Wild Guns $56 

‘SATURN SYSTEM’ The Saturn arrives with major game¬ 

playing muscle. Eight processors, including three custom 

32 bit Hitachi RISC processors, will power the onscreen 

action and the 16 bit soundboard will blow you away. $499 

‘SONY PLAYSTATION’ Sony’s breakthrough 32- 

bit processor, CD ROM architecture delivers real 

time experience with ever changing 3-D perspec¬ 

tives and stereo CD quality sound. $299 

SNES SIMULATION H IBM CD ROM 

Air Strike Patrol $56 
Carrier Aces $52 
Full Throttle Racing $52 
Star Trek: Starfleet Acad $52 
Street Racer $56 
Top Gear 3000 $56 

SNES ROLE PLAYING 

AD8.D $58 
Breath of Fire 2 $64 
Final Fantasy 3 $66 
Illusion of Gaia $64 
Might & Magic 3 $59 
Syndicate $56 
Uncharted Waters $59 

SNES STRATEGY 

Aero Biz Supersonic $56 
BreakThru $44 
Jeopardy 2 (Deluxe) $49 
Lemmings 2:The Tribes $56 

Pac in Time $49 
Romance of 3 Kingdms 4 $64 
Super Tetris $49 

SNES SPORTS 

Bass Masters Classic $59 
Bassin’s Black Bass $62 
Brett Hull Hockey 95 $39 
FIFA International Soccer $52 
F Thomas Big Hurt Bsebll $66 
Head On Soccer $54 
Internat’l Superstar Sccer $52 
Looney Tunes B-Ball $59 
Madden Football 96 $58 
NBA Jam Tourn Edition $64 
NBA Live 95 $59 
NFL Quarterback Club $62 
NHL Hockey 95 $54 
PGA Tour III (96) $59 
Slam Masters $52 
Sporting News Baseball $52 
Super Bases Loaded 3 $62 
TNN Bass Tournament $56 
Tecmo Super NBA Bball $49 
Troy Aikman Football $54 
WWF:Raw $64 
Wayne Gretzky Hockey $64 

PEN & PAPER: RPG’s 

ADD DM Guide $15 
Call Of Cthulhu 5th Edit $16 
Cyberpunk 2020 $16 
GURPS Fantasy 2nd Ed $15 
Planescape Campain $25 
P-scape Planes Chaos $25 
StarWars 2nd Edit Rules $19 

BOARD GAMES 

Advanced Heroquest $42 
BattleTech (3rd Edition) $19 
Battle Masters $42 
Blood Bowl $45 
Brandish Rails $21 
Dragon Quest $19 
Elf (2nd Edition) $20 
Empire Builder $25 
Eurorails $25 
Talisman (3rd Edition) $44 
WarHammer 40K $47 

7th Guest 2:11th Hr $51 
Alone in the Dark 3 $42 
Full Throttle S46 
King’s Quest 7 $49 
Magic Carpet $43 
Phantasmagoria $54 
Star Trk Deep Space 9 $41 
Wing Commander 3 $53 
X-Com 2 $39 

HINT BOOKS 

BattleTech Battle Book $9 
Beavis &Butt-Head Cheet $9 

Brain Lord $9 
Bubsy 1 & 2 Bk $12 
Donkey Kong Cntry Pckt $8 
Double Dragon 5 $9 
Ecco Dolphin $9 
Fighting Games Secrets $9 
Final Fantasy 3 Players $11 
Genesis Power Players $12 
It’s an NBA Jam Thing $9 
Lion King Official Game $9 
Lufia Official Players $9 
Madden Football 94 $12 
Mortal Kombat 2 Players $11 
M Kombat 2 Pocket Kodes $8 
M Kombat 2 Fighters $9 
M Kombat 2 Off. Secrets $9 
M Kombat Off. Fighter’s $9 
Mortal Kombat Super Bk $19 
NBA Jam Pocket Codes $8 
NBA Jam Tournament Edit $8 
NBA Showdown $12 
NHL Hockey 94 $12 
Ogre Battle $13 
Phantasy Star 4 $12 

Pitfall $12 
Power Rangers $12 
Primal Rage $12 
Road Rash 3 $12 
SNES Games Secrets $8 
SNES Power Players $12 
SNES Secrets of Game $8 
Sega Games Guide Book $12 
Sonic Strategy Guide $16 
Sonic the Hedgehog 4 $9 
Super Star Wars $9 
Super Street Fighter 2 $9 
Troy Aikman Football $9 
Virtua Racing Guide $9 

CDI J 

CD-I 550 Magnavox Plyr$479 
7th Guest $52 
Apocalypse Now $22 
Axis & Allies $44 
Backgammon $30 
Beverly Hills Cop 3 $24 
Burn Cycle $46 
Dances With Wolves $22 
Dark Castle $34 
Defender of the Crown $34 
Earth Command $44 
Hunt for Red October $22 
Jeopardy $36 
Kingdom $44 
Mad Dog McCree & Gun $72 
Microcosm $44 
Star Trek 3,4,5 each $24 
Thunder in Paradise $56 
Voyeur $44 
Zelda’s Adventure $44 

o 
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Call 

802-767-3033 

Fax 

802-767-3382 

Source 10312 

Chips & Bits, Inc. 

P0 Box 234 

Dept 10312 

Rochester, 

VT 05767 

OVERNIGHT SHIPPING 
in US $4 per order. Mail 
to Canada, PR, HI, AK, 
APO, FPO $4 per order. 
Worldwide airmail $6 per 
item. Handling $2 per 
shipment. Hardware 
orders may require addi¬ 
tional shipping charges. 
Call for details. 

Visa, MC & Discover 
accepted. Checks held 4 
weeks. Money orders 
under $200 same as 
cash. COD $8. 
Defectives replaced with 
same product. Most 
items shipped same 
day. Shipping times 
may vary. Price/avail¬ 
ability may change. All 
sales final. 

©1995 CHIPS & BITS, INC. 
GFAN 795 2 
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1 In a sea of Doom clones, 
*'nuv p'uii'ut.' v sMes PO’ed is one that stands out 

3D action"L : ^ wi,h so much innovation, 
1 PLAYER - unusual graphics, and insane 

■ AVAIL. AUGUST [ weapons that it might actually 
* „—:— -• surpass Doom (at least as a one-player 

game). Here’s an update on PO’ed, it’s almost done! 
In this 3D gorefest, you can travel either on foot or using a jetpach lor silky 

smooth flying. The game play is very well designed and features vast areas 
which require both flying and walking; neither is a gimmick. On one hand, 
the on-foot mazes are very cool with plenty of exploration needed. But on the 
other hand, nothing beats the feeling of cruising through the sky, trying to 
adjust your thrusters to steady yourself, and blasting beasties! 



This fall, Tecmo will be releasing TECMO SUPER BOWL III: FINAL EDITION for both Super Nintendo and 

Sega Genesis systems. 
Because of the unusually high demand for Tecmo Super Bowl II last January, Tecmo would like to assist you in 

obtaining a copy of TECMO SUPER BOWL III: FINAL EDITION from your favorite retailer. 
In order to avoid the shortage problems which occurred with Tecmo Super Bowl II,Tecmo is making a special 

priority shipment program available to retailers and distributors, who choose to participate, fvomJUNE 15, 1995 TO 

Tecmo encourages you to go to your favorite participating retailer and reserve a copy of TECMO SUPER BOWL 
III: FINAL EDITION by placing a non-refundable deposit betweenJUNE 15, 1995 AND AUGUST 1, Z295. 

In order to assist you,Tecmo suggests that you fill out the reservation/deposit form below and drop it off at any 

participating retailer. 

TECMO SUPER BOWL III: FINAL EDITION 

TSB HI: FINAL 

CHECK OUT SOME OF THE NEW FEATURES: 

• New, updated player rosters 

• New character edit mode 

• New NFL expansion teams 

• New Free Agency mode 

• Better graphics and sound 

l -iVIO • 

SUPER 

TECma 

EDITION - THE PERFECTION WILL BLOW YOU AWAY! 

cut here 
-I 

ITECMO SUPER BOWL III: FINAL EDITION 
RESERVATION/DEPOSIT FORM: 

I Dear Retailer: 

The customer whose name and address is listed below wishes to place a non-refundable deposit on Tecmo Super 
Bowl III. Please contact your local game distributor and/or your central buying office for specific instructions. 

Name Amount of Deposit $ 

Address 

City_ 

Store Stamp or Receipt 

State. Zip 

Phone Number. 

Reserve me_copy(s) of Super Nintendo □ or Sega Genesis □ i 
_i 

TECMO SUPER BOWL III: FINAL EDITION should be available in October of 1995. 
Watch this magazine for late breaking updates regarding game features and when 

Tecmo Super Bowl III: Final Edition will be in stores near you. 

product. Always look tor this Mai whan 
buying gamaa and accaaaorlaa to anaura 
complata compatibility. All Nintendo 
produeta ara lleanaad by aale tor um only 
with other authorized produeta bearing 

SJHEIUm f 3(14 

This official seal is your 
assurance that this product 
meets the highest quality 
standard of Sega'". Buy 
games and accessories with 
this seal to be sure that they 
are compatible with the 
Sega™ Genesis™ System. 

1 TEemO I 

m 
| SPORTS | 

© 1994 NFLP Officially Licensed Product or tne Nr-L riayers mcorpormmj 

Tecmo, Inc. • 19260 South Van Ness Avenue, Torrance, CA 90501 Phone (310) 787-2900 Fax (310) 787-3131 



Indiana! 

TTSTcagI r gas 
3RD QUARTER 1ST QUARTER 

Boom Shaka 
It’s finally happened! NCAA Basketball, my ^'pnvoT/u 

lavorite hoops cart ol all time, has been sent to the Jj 
hall of tame in the sky by newer, bigger, better, mon- i , « p, 
ster-jammin’ 3D0 technology. Slam N’ Jam is 1 
incredible! 

The 3D perspective scales and zooms so seemiessly you will 
forget this is a video game and start looking for the NBC Sports 
cameras. Game play is exactly what you want in an arcade-style 
hoops test, with a shoot/jump/block button, a pass/change play¬ 
er/steal button, and a turbo button. Perfect! 

This game is sort of like a 32-bit NBA Jam, only from the 3D 
Run and Gun-style persepctive, and with much more interaction 

Breaking the Boards From The Top 
\ with the ball while it’s in the air. For instance, it’ 
11 extremely easy to jump, snatch rebounds, and pu 
; em back all at once! You can even set up a monste 

NOW : a^eV °°P- 
About the only thing this game seems to be lackim 

is a play-calling option. This definitely detracts from the overal 
caliber of the simulation, and when SNJ ‘96 is developed to 
Saturn, PlayStation, and Ultra I hope Crystal Dynamics adds thi: 
feature. (Okay, so I’m just daydreaming, but hopefully Crystal i 
reading this!) 

If you own a 3D0, Slam ‘N’ Jam is the closest thing ever to i 
perfect dream season. -Cal Cavalier 

Boston Foil Season SCOUTING REPORT BOSTON CHICAGO 
TEAM Boston Player I Manual 

Dallas 
OVERALL Player 1 Manual 

6 Minutes Long 
STARTERS QUARTER Computer 

SIMULATE TIMEOUT 6 Minutes Long 
CONTINUE QUIT GAME CONTINUE controls' 

m'ain menu' 

continue * 

QUIT game 
MAIN MENU 

CONTINUE WASHINGTON 
[BOSTON 

1ST QUARTER 

CHARLOTTE '*■ 
CHICAGO 

CONTINUE QUIT GAME 

2ND QUARTER 

Indiana! 

. 1ST QUARTER 

SAN “ANTONIO^ 
^L'OS/ANGELAS 1 
1ST QUARTER ~ 

Illiliill 
[%tt~£gg 3gT| | 



plITers EA • 24 MEG • BASEBALL 
1-4 PLAYER(S) 

AVAILABLE JUNE 

EA Sports is generally acknowledged as tne King oi uenesi* 5>uur» 
games, but its main rival, Sega Sports, holds the pennant in baseball with 
World Series ‘95. EA literature claims Driple Play is “the World Series 
killer.” Personally, I’d put the two games in a dead heat. 

Triple Play Baseball is undoubtedly a superb product and very well- 
rounded. The graphics are in some ways a tad less sharp than World Series 
(such as the hatter’s box view), but the animation is way superior. You’ll he 
blown away by the number o( frames, with so many details such as batters 
banging their bats and runners slowing down if they pop out. 

The game play is very good overall. However, the control is Triple Play s 
greatest failing. For one thing, the game does not use six buttons, (lor that 
fact nothing does) and the many pitching options are crammed into a 
three button menu system. Another problem is that base stealing is very 
awkward, again limited by the three buttons. Many Genesis sports Ians 
own six-shooters, so why don’t EA and Sega offer six button options for 

' r-^ksSwaj— i 
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It’s not very often you'll find a Game Boy 
title featured in Gamyjan, so when you do, you 
know it has to be sonrefltjng very special 
indeed. Without a doubt, Donkey Kong Land is 
the most spectacular GB game ever created. 

Programmed by the expert coders at Rare, 
DKL is the first GB title featuring 100% computer 
rendered graphics, and it shows. I was first 
blown away with the silky smooth character 
animation. In the case of Diddy Kong, Donkey 
Kong, and all the enemy Kremlings, it 
seems as though every 
frame of m \ 

great. When you play DKL on a SGB, it soi 
even better, almost to the point of SNES qu< 
(no joke). 

While DKL doesn’t have as many levels a 
16-bit game, the longer-than-DKC levels am 
“where did he come from” enemies give th 
game a higher degree of challenge than 
Country. Although I would recommend playi 
this game only on a Super Game Boy, I feel 
is the pinnacle of GB software (especially ii 
graphics and sound), bar none. -K.LE 

animation has been directly transferred from 
DKC to this game, and with convincing results. 
The backgrounds are something else entirely. 
The level ot detail and complexity of DKL's back 
grounds are unprecedented for the Game Boy. 
(When was the last time you saw diagonally 

irounds on the GB, or any scrolls scrol 
fortl 

You’i$pe some familiar DKC game settings 
here and there, but DKL is more a new game 
than a carbon copy of its 16-bit brother. In later 
levels, the DK duo venture out onto the rooftops 
of skyscrapers and dodge boulders by the cliff- 
side. The game play is very familiar, with the 
butt bounce move and the Kong roll. However, 
there are many new play mechanics such as 
climbing up and around vihesTplus tons of new 
obstacles to overcome. 

The music and sounds are also astonishingly 
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FLY THE PATH OF TOTAL • •• 

E.B.N.E.R.S.™ have control of the worlds nuclear facilities and are 

in the process of subjugating all of mankind. The only hope to save 

mankind is your aircar. You must destroy the installations and find the 

location of their secret base. Beware there are a host of tanks and turrets 

to stop you. The E.B.N.E.R.S. have also perfected their own aircars to 

defend their installations and have spies everywhere so you can trust no 

one — not even your friends. So get ready to play AIRCARS with up to eight 

of your friendsj?) through 32 levels of nerve shattering awesome total 

destruction. 
AIRCARS is available on the Atari Jaguar™ 64-bit Interactive 

Multimedia System. Game features include: 16-bit 3d digital stereo sound 

for truly awesome voice and sound effects; Realistic Gouraud shading and 

atmospheric effects producing a visually stunning 3d world; Multi-player 

options include up to eight players networked using the CatBox™ 

Jaguar logo are trademarks or 

BP*1 ill.«.#«■ .i 
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300+ MEG 

FIGHTING 

1/2 PLAYER(S) 

AVAILABLE NOW 

a series that hasn’t had an installment since 
olden Axe III on the Mega Drive. Luckily, the 
I in said game has not been repeated... in 
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CAPCOM 
taSKtl!Zri^“ *" Ca,ttm “ JSM" si"“ll!"ls *"»’1 *"•anl "* *s“is «*tK" a 80^. •* ax* lam. 

s^s^ssssr 

i=SS~ 
?SS=F 

,h-e maV',he °BBOnen,s anfl ,he iflen,i,y 01 ,he ,inal boss ch^ges depending on which character you use. For instance, Ryu and Sagat have a major grudge, so Sagat is the (inal boss for Ryu (including some ultra-cool dialogue) 
Are there hidden characters? In the immortal words of Thomas Osaki, “M. BISON BABY!!!” Capcom’s lips are sealed but we are 

V \ JJ cer,ain BlS0n ls 3 h,flden boss In SF A|Pfia, and we’d also bet money he’s a playable character accessed by a secret code. In 
k aBpea,s m1se’'e,ral c'nemallcs- including the game ending, but otherwise he was nowhere to be found. You can 

bet Bison will play an integral part in the story, because he kills off Charlie before SF It. Akuma is also a likely hidden 
boss/playable character, but no guarantees. 

fi^_F, B’dha’s 9Iaphicsa,e reporled 10 be finalized, but there will be additional programming and game balance before the 
nnal release. Remember, certain aspects of the game discussed in this article could always change, and we’ll have to hold 

out final judgment until the game is done. But I can say this lor sure...all Street Fighter die-hards should start stock¬ 
piling their tokens lor Street Fighter Alpha! —Slasher Quan 

.. ' 



LPHA COUNTER 
e Alpha Counter is an all-new 
rersal technique. When 
Dcking, you do a certain 
otion and hit punch or hick to 
verse the enemy’s attack! 
iware, this uses your SUPER 

MR BLOCK OROUWD ROLL AUTCBLGCKiNC 

w%r- A boyish-looking, younger, but still 
L \ /y w awesome RyU returns with basically 

the same moves as before, only his rushing 
Fierce is gone. He now has two Supers however: 
the Shinkuu Hadoken, or Vacuum Fireball, and the 
Shinkuu Tatsumaki Sempuu Kyaku, or Vacuum 
Hurricane Kick, which spins in place and hits 

several times. 

e|J Like his shotokan comrade, Ken is 
HfV-FM younger-looking and now has a 

ponytail. His new top-down kicks from SSFII 
Turbo are now accessed by holding Toward on 
the stick. His new Super is a straight-up Dragon 
Punch (“Shitsuzan Shoryuken”), which comple¬ 

ments his old wide-arc Shoryu Reppa (Violent 

Dragon Wave). 



fUlky I * stie now wears tights and is appears 
W M W L4jn L| much younger. Her Spinning Bird Kick 

is gone, replaced by a new ground flip- 
kick which passes through Fireballs and is also a top-down attack. 
Her jumping Forward and Roundhouse air juggle tor two hits a la 
Ryu's jumping Strong. She has two new Supers: a Super Kikoken, and 
a Super Tenshou Kyaku, or Vertical Spin Kick. She has a multitude of 
juggle combos, such as a Super 1000 Burst Kick followed by an 
immediate Super Vertical Spin Kick. She can no longer charge her 
Senretsu Kyaku (1000 Burst Kick), walk forward, and then do it. 

CAf.AT The most muscular and 
"*rl incredible-looking character 

the game! His Tiger Knee is executed by an 
Uppercut motion, and he has two new Supers: a 
Super Tiger Shot (like Ryu’s Super Fireball) and 
Super lunging Roundhouse mega-combo. Sagat 
can do many juggle combos, combining two 
Uppercuts and/or Supers in the corner. 

The Thai kickboxer from SFI 
w " (the next to last boss and 

Sagat’s student) is back with a varied arsenal 
He has an off-the-wall flying kick which is 
reminiscent of Vega. He also has a vertical 
knee attack and a flashy ground flip kick. He 
has several kickboxing Supers which look ver 
awesome. 

BiRDlE He s S,MI a street Punl(. but he 
f nw has a much different look than he 

did in Street Fighter l...you’ll have to see it. He has 
two running punches which act much like Balrog’s 
moves, but he uses head butts instead of fists! He 
also has a Zangief-style grab where he whips you 
around with his chain. His Supers including a run¬ 
ning head butt and an enhanced chain whip grab. 



f'UADI !t Guile’s army comrade has his own 
■ ■•*K I unique look and keen spectacles, 

but he plays almost exactly like Guile! His Flash Kick has a 
wider range than Guile’s, and the lunging Forward is now a 
top-down attack. He has three Supers: Guile’s old Super 
Flash Kick, a Super lunging Roundhouse combo, and a Super 
Sonic Boom which allows up to three Sonics to be thrown at 
once! Charlie can also now do combos with his kicks, such 
as a low Forward two-in-one into a Sonic Boom. 

f* llv Pure joy, Guy is an exact replica of his 
V Lr Final Fight persona...with so much more! 01 

course he has his vertical spinning kick, plus a special 
leaping air attack which can be a throw or a punch, and a 
run move which can be turned into one of several cool 
kick attacks! He has tons of combos. His Supers include a 
Super spin kick, a forward-running punch combo, and a 
vertical leaping juggle punch combo which is like a bar¬ 
rage of Ryu’s jumping Strongs all in a row! 

C/% |%/%f" He looks and fights somewhat 
^ w ” w P'1 differently than he did in Final 
Fight. For instance, he uses jutte (a type of sai) instead 
of katana swords. His sais are mainly grabbing tools 
used for his two Zangief-type suck-in throws. In one of 
them, he grabs you and drags you on the ground until 
you catch fire! He also has a rushing attack. His 
Supers are all gnarly versions of his special moves. 

p(*CC Her story is not known, but this 
u ^1 stylish gypsy-like female might be 

M. Bison’s consort, because she appears in an 

opening cinema with Bison. She has a move 

which looks like a Dragon Punch, but it’s really 

an air throw! She also has a Fireball, plus a 

Fireball reflection move. 
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Nick Rox’ 

The first RPG by the ultra- 
talented Camelot (the 
PlayStation branch of Sonic 
Team) is almost here! In 
Beyond the Beyond, you play 
the part of Fynn, a young boy 
seeking adventure. Though final 
details on the story aren’t 
available yet, Beyond is said to 
stretch the PlayStation’s hard¬ 
ware to the max! As you can 

here, the game features 
richly detailed overhead maps 
and 3-D battle scenes. We ll be 
back with more Beyond the 
Beyond soon! 

The latest news in Japan regarding Nintendo’s Ultra 64 is talk ot Nintendo 
going with the fledgling MD-ROM (Mini Disc-ROM) format (or its 64-bit optical 
drive. This seems strange, however, because an MD-ROM can hold only 140 
Megabytes of data, and Sony, the makers of Mini Disc, are obbviously fierce 
rivals. Only time will tell. 

Sources say that Sega is working on a game called “Virtua Fighter 1.5 ”, 
either a regular, flat-shaded version of VF1 featuring Shun and Lion, or a tex¬ 
ture-mapped version of VF1 featuring only old characters. At the recent E3 
show a game called “VF Remix” was shown that fit the description of VF 1.5. 
Could this “VF Remix” have been an early version ot Virtua Fighter 2, or is it 
confirmation of the VF 1.5 rumor? 

There's currently a rumor circulating in Japan that Sony will release multi¬ 
colored versions of the PlayStation. This is supported by the tact that there’s a 
small notation on the Japanese PlayStation box that reads “Color: Gray.” 

Apparently, users of the original cartridge Neo*Geo system in Japan are 
slightly po’ed that Neo CD games cost 1/6 the price of cartridges and are 
released only one week to a month after the carts. SNK has decided to 
rejease a cheap CD upgrade to the Neo cart system to placate owners of the 
original Neo, or so the rumor says. 

Rumors have surfaced in Japan of two MORE SFII games in the works for 
95: a 3-D polygonal version of SFII for an unknown platform (probably 

PlayStation) and an edition of SFII for the Virtual Boy. 

Slight embarassment lor Sega was caused in Japan recently when it was 
revealed that Sony’s custom CD-ROM formal holds 100 more megabytes than 
Sega’s. 

.The latest “trend” among Japanese game developers is the process of 
hikmuki, or headhunting. We all know that several SFII designers left 

Capcom to work lor SNK, but did you know that (all the following are rumors) 
Tekken s designer left AM2? Toshinden’s designer created Samurai Shodown? 
The designer of Front Mission also created Ogre Battle and the classic 
Warsong? 
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Enix's best design team, 
Quintet, the makers of such 
bliss as ActRaiser, SoulBlazer, 
and Illusion of Gaia are back! 
The Creation of Heaven & 
Earth, an action RPG 
loaded with effects such ^ -— 
as fractal 3-D land- 
scapes (see below) 
and double Mode 7, ' ^ 
could be their final " % 
16-Bit title. On the \ f| % 
right is Arc, the hero of 
the game. We ll have 
more on TCOH&E as it v ' 
develops! ^ 
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/ Buy, Sell, TradeX 
/ & Rent Video Games,\ 
'Animation & CD ROM) 
Software. We Carry The 
Latest & Greatest Systems 

L Like Sega Saturn And j 
V Sony PlayStstion, Both/ 
\ Domestic And / 

Imported! 

Playstation 

TRY OUT A DEMO ZONE! 

?om- 

Trade In Your Games And 
Systems Toward The New 
32-Bit Systems 
Everybody's Talking About 
Or Receive Sameday Cash! 

VISIT THE DIEHARD GAMERS 
CLUB STORE NEAR YOU! 
ALL LOCATIONS OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

948 W. Dundee Rd. 
Arlington Hts., IL 60004 
(708) 253-GAME 

343 Coliseum Ave. 
Nashua, NH 03063 
(603) 881-8884 

3035 Walton Blvd. 
Auburn Hills, Ml 48326 
(810) 340-8808 

8356 Mills Dr. 721 Central Expressway 
Town 8i Country Center Plano, TX 75075 
Miami, FL 33183 (214) 422-5567 
(305)271-7197 

Now accepting applications lor Diehard Game Club 
licenses • ■ 

'TRY'S 
BEFORE 

YOU . 
vBUY!> 

9105 l\lo. Division 
Spokane, WA 99218 
(509) 468-4246 

1508 Northern Blvd. 
Manhasset, NY "Come In 
And See Todd, John, Adam 
And Eric On Long Island” 
(516) 627-6200 

For more information call 800-580-6848 

WHAT YOU WANT... WHEN YOU WANT IT... WHILE IT'S HOT! 



Dear Postmeister, 
On May 8th, on the radio no less, I heard 

some disturbing news. It was that the 
release date of the Ultra 64 will be pushed to 
April '96!! Is this even true?!? And if it is 
how the heck could it have happened?!? All 
along you said the U64 was right on sched¬ 
ule for September ‘95 and you even quoted 
a Nintendo Rep. once or twice. And what’s 
worse is that I heard it off a radio station 
and not from you guys!! C’mon Posty, say it 
ain’t so!! 
P.S. One more thing Mr. Mailman, an E-mail 
address or a fax number would make these 
little reader/mailguy chats a tad bit easier... 
Nick Johnnides 
Floral Park, NY 

Dear Nick, 

We did indeed quote many sources from 

NOA regarding the Ultra’s pre-show plans 

for the NU64. They were all in the room 

when Howard Lincoln dropped the bomb! 

We got the call on this one a week before E3 

and broke in to tears. But. business is busi¬ 

ness and ultimately it was a joint decision 

between Yamauchi and Mr. Lincoln. Until 

early May NOA did plan to roll out the NU64 

at the show with the intention of announc¬ 

ing a release date of mid-September. I 

guess that's common knowledge now. It 

will be interesting to see how gamers react 

in April compared to how they are now. 

Right now most of you seem pretty po’ed. I 

don’t mean to take sides, that’s just not my 

style if I have any but in Nintendo's defense, 

I think the 32-bit market will be a mad 

house this Fall with the Saturn and Sony PS 

battling it out with tons of software in tow. I 

think any company would think twice about 

diving into that race with only three titles to 

boast. From a business standpoint NOA 

knows they have two 16-bit blockbusters 

on their hands in Killer and Diddy’s Kong 

Quest, plus a really cool new system in the 

Virtual Boy. I stuck my face in one and 

couldn't believe how cool it was! So, I 

guess they can’t see rushing out the Ultra, 

when there is really no urgency. 

I don't think they care about Sega or Sony, 

as far as losing ground goes. They feel the 

NU64 price point along with its impressive 

technology puts them in a class by them¬ 

selves poised to attract the masses rather 

quickly. Personally. I’ve got so much to look 

forward to on the PlayStation and Saturn; 

that I’m totally unaffected by this decision. I 

saw Gametek’s Ultra game, .Robotech 

(which is featured in this months Other 

Stuff) on video and it looks almost exactly 

like what you’ll see in the shots, so I’m pret¬ 

ty sure that when the time conies everyone 

will find 250 bones to roll across the 

counter. Until then everyone chill, and lets 

enjoy the power that is coming our way in 

’95! 

Dear Postmeister, 
Since my last letter was a bit too 

long, I’ll shorten this one up and ask the 
more important questions. First of all, I’ve 
owned a 3D0 since June ‘94 and I now own 
ten games. How’s that for an enthusiast!! At 
any rate, I’d like to know more about 3D0’s 
next generation hardware. Is it true 64 bit, 
like the Ultra 64, or is it just a wanna be. 
Second, since the new hardware is coming 
out, are programmers waiting for Bulldog to 
release new games like MK III and SF the 
Movie, or are they planning to release them 
on all the 32 bit platforms?? Thanks for 
your time, and GAMEFAN is truly the #1 
video game mag!! 
P.S. Have you ever considered publishing a 
feature on what Team GameFan does to put 
the mag together?? I’m sure us gamers 
would love it!! 
Philip Jones 
Hazel Crest, IL 

Dear Philip. 

The M2 is as real as the nose on your face. 

It is true 64-bit power that from what I've 

seen can produce Ultra 64 quality visuals. 

The big question in regards to the M2 is the 

price, and when it will become an actual 

hardware unit. If you have to buy a $400 

3DO and then shell out additional cash for 

the M2, it will simply be out of many peo¬ 

ples price range. I hope the M2 becomes a 

stand alone that will be cost effective and 

compatible with current 3D0 software. That 

would make it a huge force in the industry. 

Everyone at GF is on the M2 development 

story big time, so as soon as there are 

some concrete plans you’ll read about ’em 

right here. All the games you mentioned are 

on their way to 32-bit platforms, however I 

think you’ll find more original titles on the 

M2, along with the big hits. As for your last 

question, oh ya! We think about swinging 

open the doors and sharing our digs with 

you guys all the time. The reason we can’t 

is because GF is so unique, we don’t want 

the other guys to see how we do it. All I can 

say is that this place is really cool. The sec¬ 

ond you walk in you know what's going on 

here at GF. It’s not like your everyday office 

environment. It’s more like Dan Tana's pad 

from the old ‘Vegas’ TV show. What a lame 

show that was by the way. 

Of course I’m usually locked out because 

I'm such a toad... 

Dear Postmeister, 
I trust your magazine more than the other 

mags, so I would like to ask you some ques¬ 
tions. Are Ancient, Core, Treasure, and 
Scavenger SEGA exclusive licensees? What 
happened to Yu-Yu Hakusho by Treasure 
that you previewed in your vol. 2 is. 10? 
Other mags have previewed it for the SNES 
but not for the Genesis. Also, What hap¬ 
pened to Nitro Wrecks by Scavenger in vol. 
2 is. 12? 
Joshua Wilkinson 
Houston, TX 

Dear Joshua, 

Ancient and Treasure are both exclusive 

Sega developers and high powered ones at 

that. Ancient is Yuzo Koshiro’s new devel¬ 

opment house dedicated to the Sega camp, 

and Treasure is working exclusively for 

Sega of Japan as well. They’re growing 

restless however because their games are 

not received as well here as they are in 

Japan. Key people at Sega of America are 

working close with Treasure on Saturn 

development to insure their Saturn games 

will enjoy mass appeal in the States. Expect 

big things from Treasure on the US Saturn 



gaming scene. Core on the other hand has 
been acquired by the parent company of US 
Gold so they will now most likely develop 
on multiple platforms, such as the NU64, 
PS and Saturn. As for Scavenger (which is 
comprised of two teams in house-Lemon, 
and Zyrinx,) they are in increasingly high 
demand as they continue to prove them¬ 
selves as one of the most technologically 
advanced developers in the world. They 
plan to develop games on all three major 
platforms, Sega, Sony, and Nintendo. They 
recently ported Nitro Wrecks over to the 
32X so it is even more unbelievable than it 
was before. They’re shopping around for a 
buyer right now. Well have a big story on it 
next month. /Is for the greatest Genesis 
fighter ever created, Yu-Yu-Hakusho, I 
CANNOT BELIEVE SEGA HAS NOT PICKED 
IT UP! This game is perhaps Treasure's best 
ever and the Genesis is sorely lacking in the 
fighting category... I’ll have to do a little dig¬ 
ging on this one! 

Dear Postmeister, 

I’m a 24 year-old male, who happens to be 

a well informed consumer thanks to 

GameFan! I’ve just made the difficult choice 

of which system to buy, but my choice rais¬ 

es an important question. You see, I really 

want an Ultra-64, but NOA just released a 

press announcement that we won’t get the 

Ultra until April 96. Because I want to have 

fun sooner than later, I’ve put a cash deposit 

down to get the Sony PlayStation, due Sept. 

9th. My question stems from the surprise 

move by Sega to release the Saturn now, 

despite official release dates. Will Sony 

make a similar counter-move? And why 

would Nintendo be willing to lose so much 

ground to its competitors, or is NOA’s offi¬ 

cial release date just a smoke-screen? 

Please inform this consumer! 

P S. Do you also have a list of titles that will 

be available for the PlayStation launch here 

in the states? 

Art Schalz 

Glen Ellyn, III 

Dear Art, 
According to Sony, whom we've grilled 

relentlessly on this point, the PS release 
date will not be moved up. However, Sega 
managed to keep us at bay with their so 
called September launch, so who knows. 

We heard about the May Saturn releas 
from a rock solid source back in Januar) 
but when we called SOA they completei\ 
denied it and asked us to please not prin 
the rumor. Pretty sneaky huh? 

You’ve made a great decision with you 
purchase of a PlayStation. It is to date, thi 
premier 3D console system, and 3D seem; 

to be where alot of gamers want to go. Tht 
3D visuals on some of the games we saw a 
the show were so clean it was mind bog¬ 
gling! Get set for Twisted Metal, Jumping 
Flash, a PERFECT version of MK3, Loaded 
Legacy of Kain, ESPN Extreme, and loads oi 
other groundbreaking titles. You really can) 
go wrong with any of the new platforms 
they all have some big power to offer. As foi 
the April NU64 launch, that is positively 
etched in stone. There’s a complete ‘95 next 
generation software line-up on page 41, 
check out all the games, wow! I’m so happy 
I could fart! 

Tflfeife k> Die op Ml pun /op /petident! 

if9 Po&ti / 
5137 Clareton tit. Suite 210 

Agoura Hills, Ca. 91301 
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Shin Shinobi Den 
Parodius.$109.99 
Gran Chaser.$109.99 
Greatest Nine.$109.99 

Philosoma 
System w/ one game.$679.99 
Bounty Arms.$109.99 
Boxers’ Road.$109.99 
Philosoma.$109.99 
Dragon Ball Z.$109.99 
Rayman.$109.99 
Mobile Suit Gundam.$109.99 
Cyber War.$104.99 
Arc the Lad.$109.99 
DarkStalkers.$109.99 
Metal Jacket.$109.00 
Ace Combat.$109.99 
Goku Densetsu.$109.99 
Night Striker..$104.99 
Ridge Racer.$99.99 
Tekken.$109.99 
Tohshinden.$104.99 
Cybersled.$99.99 
King’s Field 2.$109.99 
Motor Toon Grand Prix.$99.99 
Gunner’s Heaven.$104.99 
Jumping Flash.$104.99 
Space Grifton VF9/Hamlet ..$104.99 
Crime Crackers.$104.99 
Twin Goddesses.$109.99 
Konami Baseball.$104.99 
StarBlade.$104.99 

Deadalus.$104.99 
Daytona USA.$99.99 
Virtua Fighter..$99.99 
WanChai Connection.$89.99 
Rampo.$89.99 
Panzer Dragoon.$99.99 
Gale Racer.$99.99 
Clockwork Knight.$99.99 
Victory Goal.$104.99 
Gotha .$104.99 
Tama..$99.99 

Astal 
System w/Virtua Fighter.$399.99 
Worldwide Soccer .$49.99 
Clockwork Knight.$39.99 
Panzer Pragma *■.$57.99 
Daytona USfijHL.$57.99 
Bun!.....SHE cqq qq 
Pebble Beach Golf.$49.99 
Ghen War..Coming Soon 
Black Fire.Coming Soon 
Congo the Movie.Coming Soon 
Gran Chaser..Coming Soon 

Sailor Moon S (Import).$119.99 
Yu Yu Hakusho (Import).$119.99 
Iron Angel of the Apocalypse. $49.99 
Slam ‘N’ Jam.$57.99 
Gex.$49.99 
Daedalus Encounter..$59.99 
Doom.$57.99 
PO’ed.....$57.99 
Tetsujin Returns (Import).... $119.99 
Brain Dead 13.$57.99 

Brain Dead 13 

BladeForce 
Space Hulk 
Killing Time 
D’s Diner 

svi J 

Light Crusader .$99.9! 
Alien Soldier.$89.9! 
Rockman the Wiley Wars.$89.9! 
Yu Yu Hakusho.$89.9! 
Pulseman.$gg.gc 
Dragon Ball Z.Sgg.gg 

Jaguar CD ROM 

Battlemorph CD .call 
Blue Lightning CD.call 
Ultra Vortex.call 
Pinball Fantasies.$59.99 
White Men Can’t Jump.$59.99 
Defender 200D.$59.99 
Highlander CD.$59.99 
Virtual Reality....Call 
Fight for Life.$50.99 

Zaxxon’s Motherbase 2000....call 

JetSki Rage.call 

Shadow Squadron.call 

Kolibri..t.call 

V.R Troopers...call 

Spiderman: Web of Fire.call 

M&2599 
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#J>vXsSi 

PlayStation 

SYSTEM 
ONLY 

ORDE 

SYSTEM 
ONLY 

FULLY COMPATIBLE 
WITH 3DO 

W/ MEGA KEY 

SUPER BATTLER COLLECTION BY VIRGIN 

YOUR #1 AMERICAN & JAPANESE DISTRIBUUTOR 

FOR MAIL ORDER CALL:818-839-8755 

( TomM61 
TOMMO INC. P.O. BOX 862707, LOS ANGELES, CA. 90036-2707 

PRICE ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE, NO REFUNDS. 

Panasonic 



SIDEKICK PAP ORDER FORM 

liatimmhs !h.« 309 Qv'IWi 

ICK IDE 

TURBO BUTTONS 

S BUTTON CONTROL 

START BUTTON 

8-DIRECTION CONTROL 

□YES! Please send me the SIDEKICK 
PAD for only $35 I have inclosed a check or money 
order. 
□YES! Please send me the SIDEKICK PAD for only $35 I am 
going to pay by C.O.D. 

NAME:_ 
ADDRESS: 

TEL:__ 
Please send check or money order payable to Tommo Inc. 
(Personal checks require a 10 to 14 days before order is shipped out) 

California. Residents add 8.25% Sales Tax     

mfTomHO) 
TOMMO INC. 
18621 E GALE AVE. CITY OF INDUSTRY CA. 91748 

©1995 TOMMO INC. • TEL:818-839-8755 • FAX:818-839-8751 
3DO, Interactive Multiplayer and The 3DO logo are trademarks of the the 3DO Company. 
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Jaguar System 

Jaguar CD System 

Alien vs.Predator 

Battlemorph CD 

Blue Lightning CD 

Cannon Fodder 

Checkered Flag 

Demolition Man CD 

Doom 

Dragon s Lair CD 
Fight For Life 
Flashback 

Highlander CD 

Houer Strike 

Iron Soldier 

Kasumi Ninja 

Playstation System 
AIV 

Cosmic Race 

Crime Crackers 

King's Field 

Motor Toon GP 

32X System 

Doom 

Knuckles Chaotix 

Fahrenheit CD 

Metal Head 

Midnight Raiders CD 

Mortal Kombat II 

Star Wars Arcade 

Supreme Warrior 

Surgical Strike CD 

Orders 
change. All sates final. Louisiana residents add 

Sony PSX • Saturn 
Neo • Neo CD 
NEC FX • PC - Engine 

C.O.D.’s WELCOME 
e 



m Look for FAN at your local comic book store! 
m, look under "Comic Books” or"Collectibles” in your local yellow pages! Tofindastoi 

Batman and the Bat Symbol are TM and © 1995 DC Comics. FAN and the FAN logo are^M-^^pemstone Publishing, Inc. All rights reserved. 
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PLAYSTATIOr 

Aero Fighters 
Air Strick Patrol 
Barbie Vacation 
Barkley Shut Up & Jam 
Bass Masters 
Boogerman 
Brainlord 
Breath Ot Fire 
Bret Hull Hockey *95 
Deep Space Nine 
Dirt Trax FX 
Donkey Kong Country 
Earthbound 
Earthworm Jim 
ESPN National Hockey l\ 
ESPN Speedworld 
EXOSquad 
51 .OOFinal Fantasy III 

Al Unser Jr. 
Barkley Shut Up and Jam 2 
Bass Masters Classic 
Batman & Robin (Adv. Of) 
Batman Forever 
Beyond Oasis 

11th Hour 
BrainDead 13 
Chess Wars: A Medival Fantasy 
Clayfighter II 
Corpse Killer 
Creature Shock 

Alone in the Dark 
C2: Judgement Clay 
College Basketball/ 
Corpse Killer CD 
Fahrenheit CD 
Knuckles Chaotix Boogerman 

Coach K College B-ball 
Desert Demolition 
Earthworm Jim 
Ecco Jr. 
EXO Squad 
ESPN Speedworld 
Fire Team Rogue 
Hardball ‘95 
Jack Nicklaus ‘95 
Judge Dredd 
Justice League 

Drug Wars 
Flashback 
GEX 
Hell 
Immercenary 
Killing Time 
Kingdom: The Far Raeaches 

Midnight Raiders CD 
Mortal Kombat II 
NBA Jam Tournament Edition 
NFL Quarterback Club 
Power Rangers CD 
Shadow Squadron 

Flintstones 
Green Lantern 
Gretzky and NHLPA All Stars 
Illusion Of Gaia 
Judge Dredd 
Justice League 
Kirby's Avalanche 
Looney Tunes B-ball 

Super Motocross 
Supreme Warrior 
Surgical Strike CD 
Tempo 
Totally Brutal 
Wirehead CD 
World Series Baseball 

Panzer General 
Quartine 
Rise of the Robots 
Road Rash 
Robinson's Requiem 
Slam n Jam ‘95 
Syndicate 
Theme Park 

Kawasaki Superbike 
Lemmings 2 
Lion King 
Maximum Carnage 
Mega Bomberman 
M. Jordan Choas/Windy City 
Mortal Kombat II 
NBA Jam Tourn Edition 
NBNA '95 
NCAA Final Four 

Mega Man X2 
Might & Magic III 
Mortal Kombat II 
NBA Jam Tournament Edition 
NCAA Final Four 
NFL Quarterback Club 
Petty’s No Fear Racing 
Power Instinct 
Power Rangers 
Prehistorik Man 
Ogre Battle 
Samurai Showdown 
Seaquest DSV 
Secret of Evermore 
Secret Of Mana 
Sink or Swim 
Speedy Gonzales 
Spiderman T.V. 
Star Strek (Star Fleet Acd) 

Saturn 
Aggressor's Of Dark Kombat NCAA Footbvall 

NFL Quarterback Club Clockwork Knight 
NHL Hockey 
Pac-ln-Time 
Payne Stewart Pro I 
Phantasy Star IV 
Pitfall 
Power Instinct 
Punisher 
Rise Of The Robots 

Daytona USA Kamov's Revenge 
King Of Fighters '94 
Samurai Showdown 2 
Street Hoops 
Super Sidekicks 2 
Viewpoint 
World Heroes’ 2 Jet 

Panzer Dragoon 
Shangai 
Street Fighter 
Victory Goal 
Virtua Hylyde 

Playstation Stargate 
Seaquest DSV 
Slam Masters 
Spiderman TV 
The Flintstones 
The Shadow 
Theme Park 
Thunder in Paradise 
TNN Bass Tourn. Of Chami 
Toughman Contest 
True Lies 
Warlock 
Weapon Lord 
Wolverine 
World Series Baseball '95 
WWF Brawl 

WE WANT YOUR 
USED STUFF 

Arc The Lad 
Boxer’s Road 
Cosmic Race 
Crime Cracker 
Cyper Sled 
Darkstalkers 
Gundam 
Gunner’s Heaven 
Jumping Flash 
Kileak The Blood 
King Field 
Raiden Project 
Ridge Racer 

Stargate 
Super Punch - Out 
Super RBI Baseball 
Super Bases Loaded 3 
Syndicate 
TNN Bass Tourn. of Champ. 
Theme Park 
The Horde 
Top Gear 3000 
True Lies 
Ultima - The Black Gate 
Urban Strike 
WCW Super Brawl 
Warlock 

CALL FOR ANY TITLES 
NOT LISTED. 

Street Fighter 
Twin Goddess 

FATBOY VIDEO BUY / SELL / TRADE POLICY: 
trade. Merchandise must arrive 

We warranty our games for 

in satisfactory condition or will be sent back at 



PANDEMONIUM 

ENTER ME TODAY, HERE'S MY ENTRY FEE: 
□ ($3.00) Computer Contest 
□ ($3.00) Video Game Contest 
□ ($3.00) Media Rig Contest 
□ ($5.00) SPECIAL! Enter them all (SAVE $4.00) 

WORD LIST and LETTER CODE chart 
POWER....N PRESS.K BLAST.A WREO 

BREAK.Z PUNCH.S SPRAY.E TURBO 

STOMP.T STAND.H PRESS..C DREAA 

CRUSH.O SCORE.R SLANT.L CHASE 

■KSP SEND CASH, M.O., OR CHECK TO: <£ 
1^53 PANDEMONIUM, P.O. BOX 26247 

MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55426-0247 
VOID WHERE PROHIBITED • ENTRY DEADLINE: POSTMARKED BY AUGUST 12,1995 • ENTRY FEE MUST BE INCLUDED 
Only one entry per person. Employees of Pandemonium, Inc. and its suppliers are ineligible. Judges decisions are final. 
Where judges are in error the sponsor’s liability is limited to the amount of entry fees paid. Not responsible for lost, delayed or 
stolen mail. Open to residents of the U.S. its territories and Canada. You can request Winners List and Official Rules by writing 
Pandemonium, Inc. 7204 Washington Ave. S., Eden Prairie, MN 55344. Merchandise names and models are trademarks of their 
resoective companies who, along with this magazine have no affiliation with this contest. © 1995 Pandemonium, Inc. 

MYSTERY WORD CLUE: 
respective companies who, along with this magazine have TO GRAB SOMEONE’S SKIN BETWEEN TWO FINGERS AND PRESS. 

You have the POWER. In this contest you don't rely on the luck-of-the 
draw. You determine if you win or not. You win by outscoring others in a game of 
skill. Can you solve the puzzle below? Then you have what it takes. It looks simple, 
but its only the start. Each of five more puzzles gets a little harder. But this time its 
all up to you. Stay in to the end with the highest score and the gear is vours. 
With whatever options you want. Do you have what it takes? Then play to win! 

Computer Contest. Win a blazing fast Compudyne with Pentium 90 
processor, 8 meg. ram, 845 meg. hard drive, CD-ROM, modem and more! 

Video Game Contest Play on the hi-tech cutting edge with this line-up: 
Super NES; Sega Genesis with CD-ROM and 32X. Panasonic 3D0; and Atari Jaguar. 
Get all four or trade the ones you don't want for CASH! Bonus options include: 
Sony Play Station, 33 inch monitor, $1,000 in games, cash, accessories and more! 

UTteHKimate«$20» 
□ Gamins Rig!!™ 

Media Rig Contest The Ultimate Gaming Environment, 40 inch monitor, 
130 watt receiver w/ Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound, and all components shown. 
Win DBS Satellite Receiver as a BONUS OPTION! This rig will blow you away!! 

We’re talkin’ GAMING HEAVEN! 
Directions. Fill in the Mystery Word Grid with words aoina across that spell 
out the Mystery Word down the side. Hint: use the Mystery Word Clue. 
In the future. There will be four more puzzles at $2.00 each and one tie¬ 
breaker at $1.00 which will be sent to you by mail. You will have 3 weeks to solve 
each puzzle. We don't know how many will play but typically 61% will have the 
highest score possible score to Phase 1,43% to Pnase 11,36% to Phase III, and 32 /o 
to Phase IV. The tie-breaker determines the winner. If players are still tied they will 
each receive the grand prize they are playing for. 

Mystery 
Word 
Grid 







Tony Amonte Chris Chelios Kirk Muller 

Russ Courtnall Sergei Fedorov Marty McSorley 

• 26 Teams 

• Over 600 NHLPA players 
and their stats. 

• Two gameplay modes: 
Arcade and Simulation 

• Instant “Just Play” option 

• Battery backup saves your 
season and tournament stats 

HifU 

Available 
for SEGA 
GENESIS 

This official seal is your assurance that this product 
meets the highest quality standards ot SEGA™ 
Buy games and accessories with this seal to be sure 
that they are compatible with the SEGA™Genesis™Sys!em. 

Wayne Gretzky and the NHLPA All-Stars™ and copyright 
NHLPA 1995. ™ and ® designate trademarks ol licenser 
and are used under license by Time Vtorner Interactive, Inc. 
Official licensed procuct ol the National Hockey League 
Players'Association. 

Coming soon for Super NES “ Atari® Jaguar,™ & PC-CD 
See your local Retailer for details 

TIME WARNER 


